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. I n.e. ua11y . Thursday, September 11, 198� Eastern News . . .  will be warm and humid with · variable cloudiness and a 70 percent 
Eastern Illinois University I Charleston, Ill. 61920 I Vol. 72, No. 13 !/Two Sections, 28 Pages 
chance of �howers. Highs will be in the 
lower to mid 80s. 
jStudent Senate 
; passes funding 
for summer trip 
Sophomore finance major Matt Kapinos assists 
Comedian/hyptonist Tom Deluca. Deluca, who 
appeared at the Union Grand Ballroom Wed­
sday night, performed tricks of 'extra-sensory 
, 
CINDY BEAKE I Photo coordinator 
perception' and hyptonized willing victims into 
forgetting their own names and believing they 
were cold enough to hug strangers for warmth . 
Deluca mesmerizes crowd 
About 800 students took a 
break from classes and studying 
Wednesday evening to see what 
is becoming the annual per­
formance by hypnotist and 
comedian Tom Deluca. 
The line to get in to his sold­
out performance began to form 
at about 6:45 p . m . ,  and within 
one-half hour it resembled the 
line at the Textbook library 
during the first week of school.  
However ,  his show was well 
worth the wait . 
The anxious crowd created 
their own entertainment before 
the show by filling the skies over 
the audience in the Grand 
Ballroom with paper airplanes . 
By the time Deluca started his 
performance, the crowd needed 
no warming u p .  
Diving· right into his per­
formance, Deluca opened with 
a comic slide show of strange 
signs and places he had been . 
Deluca went on to take 
people from the audience to use 
in mind-reading tricks .  His  
tricks were limited to seeing 
cards ,  knowing a person ' s  
initials ,  and guessing a word . 
None of his tricks were really 
intended to impress ,  but only to 
amuse . 
After a short intermission , he 
(See DELUCA, page 8) 
rby·'s coming to Charleston 
Roast beef eatery could open by November 
Negotiations are near completion on the opening 
fan Arby's  Roast Beef restaurant in Charleston . 
Jerry Myerscough , owner of Jerry' s  Pizza, 1 508 
h St . ,  said he has purchased an Arby ' s  franchise ,  
hich h e  plans t o  build next t o  his pizza restaurant 
here the Dixie Cream Donut Shop formerly was 
ated . 
Myerscough said he will need to get a parking 
ariance from the�city Board of Zoning and Appeals 
fore an Arby ' s  can be built on the site.  He i s  
heduled to meet with the board Monday night to 
request the variance . 
Myerscough , who also owned the donut shop 
building, said he had the shpp and a b uilding behind 
it torn down over the summer to avoid any delays in 
constructing the new building. 
Myerscough said he originally purchased the land 
and donut shop with the idea of opening a fast food 
restaurant at the site . He has owned the land for 
about a year . 
Negotiations with Arby' s  began several months 
ago, but the final purchase was made in July, 
Myerscough said .  
· 
If the zoning board approves the Arby' s parking 
permit ,  Myerscough said the next step will be to 
present the proposal to the city council . 
· 
" I f  all goes well , we will be open in the latter part 
of November , "  Myerscough sai d . _  
By AMY CARR 
Staff writer . 
In a unanimous voice-vote, the Student Senate 
voted Wednesday to approve a $330 retroactive 
expenti ture to send three delegates ,  including one 
non-senate member, to a conference they attended 
during the summer. 
The delegation,  which consisted of Student Body 
P resident Mike Madigan , Senator Deb Camren and 
Darren DeVriese-who was appointed chairman of a 
new p r e s i d e n t i a l  l o b b y i n g  c o m m i t t ee b y  
Madigan-had t o  b e  approved b y  a majority o f  the 
senate. 
Senate members debated about whether Madigan's  
-decision tO allow DeVriese to attend the  conference 
using senate funds was within his constitutional 
rights . 
The constitution does not clearly state-_ that a 
committee chairman is entitled to senate funds.  
The issue was brought up in new busmess after 
Student Senate Speaker Joe O' Mera nearly skipped 
over the vote in the agenda. 
O' Mera had. moved on to final roll cal l ,  when 
Senato� Dan McLean reminded him that he had 
forgotten the vote . 
O' Mera said Tuesday the issue should have been 
voted on at the Sept.  3 meeting, but he " forgot . "  
Before the vote, Madigan urged the senate to 
approve the delegation saying that he selected 
DeVriese to go to the conference with "every good 
intention . "  
Madigan apologized to any senators who may have 
felt cheated out of going to the conference because of 
DeVriese. 
" The paper pointed out some gray areas of the 
constitution; I think we will come out better because 
of i t , "  Senator Mike Reardon said,  referring to 
stories regarding the question of the bylaws 
published last week by The Daily Eastern News. 
Several senators said they wanted to vote to ap­
prove the delegation and put the " scandal" behind 
them , adding that they did not see where Madigan 
was wrong . 
"I think something was wrong, but I think we've 
learned a lesson , "  said Senator Sharon Datlovsky . 
After the vote, DeVriese said , " I 'm glad that it did 
get approved . I don't want something like that to be 
a cloud over senate . "  
The student government executive officers plan to 
revise the bylaws sometime during the next semester 
in order to avoid a recurrence of the issue, Madigan 
said .· 
ICTC delays comment 
on deposit refunds 
Representatives of the I llinois Consolidated 
Telephone Co . declined to comment Wednesday on 
whether students living off campus will receive 
refunds of the $ 1 1 0  deposits that were required to 
receive phone service . 
ICTC was contacted both before and after a story 
was published in Wednesday ' s  edition of the Daily 
Eastern News which stated that the phone 'deposit ,  
which was required only of students and n o t  non­
student Charleston residents , violated I llinois 
Commerce Commission guidelines . . 
In that story,· ICC consumer counselor Chris 
Westerlund said that she had been in contact with the 
ICTC and was told that the refunds would be given. 
Nancy Purdy, an ICTC public relations employee, 
said Wednesday evening . that the company was 
declining to comment until Thursday during a 
meeting between company representatives and 
members of the /;astern News staff. 
See th_e Fall Sports Guide New research emphasis 
Football, yolleyball, more are previewed More than a teacher's college, see page 5 
1A' ·-Thursday , Septernb�r__t ! ! 'f 9861 
·-Associated Press 
- State/Nation/World . 
Top Lions_.-Club official kidnappe 
Soybean .yields overestimated . 
URBANA-Illinois farmers will not have the· record\ 
soybean yields that were forecast for this fall because it was. 
too dry in Au8"'st, a University of Illinois soybean specialist \ 
says. . . 
"I really doubt that the state is going to average even 40 
• bushels per acre," said agronomist Gary Pepper. 
"One factor we need in the state to get record yields is a 
bumber year for central Illinois . But this is one area of 
Illinois that was especially dry in August ." 
Pepper said the key to top yields is getting plenty of rain 
in August, when the soybeans �side the pods are 
developing. A lot of moisture means big beans. . 
"Moisture during August is absolutely critical to make 
the soybean crop and it just wasn't there like it was last year 
when we did have record yields,"  he said. 
Farmers in Illinois averaged 42.5 bushels per acre in 
1985-the best crop they ever harvested. 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-The top official of 
the International Lions Club for Lebanon and 
Jordon was kidnapped Wednesday in Moslem 
west Bei11,1t, one day after an American educator 
was abducted on his way to play golf. · · 
Police said three men armed with silencer­
equiped pistols ·and riding· ·in a wine-colored 
BMW intercepted Lions Club governor Victor 
Kenpu at 9:35 ·a.In. near the French · Embassy 
compound on Rue Clemenceau. 
Two of the assailants forced Kenou out of his 
white Mercedes-Benz· at gunpoint and bundled 
him into their car, police said . 
Kenou, 50, heads the 39 International Lions 
Clubs in Lebanon and Jordon. A Syrian-born 
Christian, Kenou is a naturalized Lebanese 
citizen who runs a prosperous import-export 
business in both the Moslem and Christian 
sectors of the Lebanese capital, according to 
police and family friends. 
His wife, Rose, who lives in west Beirut, told 
The Associated Press by telephone, " 
are under way at the highest levels to 
· husband's release. I am hopeful. "  
The Lions Clubs are among few 
stitutions still operating despite Leban 
year-old civil war. 
Kenou's abduction, like the kid 
American educator Frank Herbert 
. Tuesday, was an apparent challenge 
which sent troops into west Beirut in J 
effort to restore order and end the 
anarchy spawned by warring Moslem · · 
Police said they have no clues to eith 
whereabouts . 
Reed, 53 , director of the Leban 
ternational School in west Beirut, was 
American kidnapped in Lebanon in 15 
A school associate said Reed has Ii 
Lebanon about eight years and conv 
Islam. His wife, Fahima Dalati, was 
Syria. 
Investigators like idea of release Israeli warplanes attack arms de 
MOSCOW-Jailed American reporter Nicholas Daniloff 
said Wednesday Soviet investigators liked the idea of 
releasing him to the custody of the U.S. ambassador pen­
ding his trial on spying charges, a colleague said. 
Soviet authorties made clear, however, the release would 
have to be reciprocal, the colleague, Jeff Trimble, quoted 
Daniloff as saying. 
SIDON, Lebanon (AP)-lsraeli warplanes 
attacked a Palestinian arms depot Wednesday, 
killing three civilians and destroying more than 
90 shops in an industrial district on the edge of 
this port city . 
but thought the two terrorist, who were bl 
by their own grenades; were Arabs. 
The Israeli command in Tel Aviv 
pilots who carried out the Sidon raid 
accurate hits on a warehouse used by the P 
Struggle Front to store weapons. -.. Shortly before the raid an Israeli gunboat 
intercepted a rubber dinghy carrying Palestinian 
, guerrillas on a mission to attack Israel, Israeli 
and Palestinian officials said . 
But police and witnesses in Sidon said 
rockets missed the front's two amm 
depots . 
Authorities did not mention directly the case of Gennadiy 
Zakharov, a Soviet United Nations employee arrested last 
month in New York and indicted Tuesday on three counts of 
espionage, Trimble quoted Daniloff as saying. 
Hospitals said 1 3  other civilians were injured 
in the air .raid, which began just after 6 a.m. 
" It would have been a disaster if t 
munition dump blew up," a police spok 
Daniloff's wife, Ruth, has alleged Soviet authorities 
framed her husband in response to the Zakharov arrest . 
KGB investigators told Daniloff a suggestion that he be 
freed pending his trial "was a good idea, (that) what was 
needed is a cooling-off period," Trimble quoted his 
colleague as sayi?g· 
It was Israel ' s  eighth air raid in Lebanon this 
year . Israeli officials said it was not linked to 
Saturday's terrorist killing of 21 Jews on a 
synagogue in Istanbul, Turkey, which Israel has 
vowed to avenge .  Turkish officials have said they 
do not know who was responsible for that _attack 
said on condition of anonymity. 
Another guerrilla group, 
Liberation Front, issued a communique 
the raid came after four of its fighters t · 
carry out a seaborne .attack on the Israeli 







Games, Prizes & 
T-Shirts! 
(o en at 8) 
Friday 
White Mountaiit'f 
· Cooler Night 
50¢ draft White Mountain Cool�rs 
Also Prizes & Giueawa 
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University Board presents-
-· _-.· .· ' . .:,-- . .-: '": ... " 
DELTAFORC 
Starring ·Chuck Norri 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 2 
6:30 & 9 P.M. 
Grand Ballroom 
Admission $1 
with EIU Student ID 
I lllUNIV•RalTY a OARD ··----· 
YES! 
WE RENT TO 
STUDENTS 
• • al American 
International 
RENT A CAR 
LOW RATES-WEEKEND SPECIALS 
FR,EE MILEAGE PLANS 
301 B W. Lincoln Ave., Charleston 
3459!7212 
Shea, a senior economics major from East 
secures his bicycle Wednesday in a rack 
outside of Coleman Hall. However , 
Thursday, September 1 1 , 1 986 
Thursday may not have bike riding weather as a 
70 percent chance of rain is predicted. 
niovies.Off e·r WeeklY alternative 
"g.llls gre\v dim , a hush came over the crowd 
s gathered in the ballroom to view one of 
.ity Board's weekly movies. 
ma or popcorn filled the air and cans of 
d open. Then, the projec tors started an 
entertainment rolling. 
familar sqme for many Eastern students 
evenings in Charlesto n .  It's become a 
campus way of life.  
t pret ty good-sized crowds," said Jeff 
B movie coordinator. "A lot of times it 
the movie we are showing that night." 
a junior accounting and data processing 
serving h is second semester as movie 
r. " There are about nine people on my 
," Toman said. "Most of them are un­
, too." 
the committee reviews poss ible movie 
fore they are approved by the board itself. 
imes look at reels of new releases or pick 
mpany catalog." 
tly gets its movies as part of a package 
two different companies, Films Inc. and 
·on Pictures. 
to get them from MGM," Toman said. 
went out this year." He added the .com­
to set a particular price and then divide 
ts up according to the popularity of the 
'e 'Spies Like Us' cost us about $250," 
. "But one like 'Back To The Future' 
$600." 
is semester's schedule was set up last 
plans are already being made to coor­
'ng semester line-up. 
t successful are the Rambo-type 
man said. "Also, the 'Rocky Horror 'goes over real well." 
· the committee put out a survey last 
see what movies the students were in-
'ng. "It went over pretty good, but by 
one gets back to school the movies are 
to show movies they haven't seen on 
rentals," he said. "I would like to try 
'' 
The most successful are the Rambo­
type movies. Also, the 'Rocky Horror 
Picture Show' goes over real well. 
-Jeff Toman 
UB movie coordinator 
�����������'' 
another survey that  deals wit h  t he types of shows 
students want to see." 
Ad mission into t he movie costs $1 for everyone. 
No ID is required at the entrance. Refreshments are 
sold for all movies in the Grand and University 
Ballrooms, Toman said. 
He said the Parent's Weekend movie is usually 
shown in Buzzard Auditorium. 
"We don't usually make money on the movies," 
Toman said. "Actually, over the course of the year 
we've been losing money." 
Toman said he thinks Will Roger's Theater in 
downtown Charleston, 'Vhich also charges $1 ad­
mission fees, takes away some of the possible UB 
movie goers. 
He said when the cold weather hits it won't be as 
convenient for students to go all the way downtown, 
and hopefully, things will pick up for UB. 
"We publicize the movies a lot," Toman added. 
He said fliers are put up in the residence halls, 
newspaper ads are run, commercials are made for the 
video tape lounges, and contests are often publicized. 
Tomar. said UB pays for the publicity through 
money covered in the yearly budget. "We go before 
the apportionment board to get the amounts for 
different costs approved," 
"My committee does a lot of work," Toman said. 
They volunteer their time to take tickets, publicize, 
organize and run the projectors at each of the ac­
ti�ities . · 
Toman said UB recently purchased two new film 
projectors, which improves the.quality and sound of 
the movie presentation. "I'm looking forward to a 




for dean position 
faces questions_ 
1 By TERI BROWN 
Staff writer 
Facu�ty must be rewarded in various ways for 
teaching. overload courses, said a University of 
Illinois employee who interviewed Wednesday for the 
the position of Eastern's dean of adult and con­
tinuing education. 
Richard A. Kalus, regional program director for 
continuing education and public service at the U of I, 
was the third person interviewed for the position in 
the past week. Two more interviews will be 
conducted on Friday and 
Tuesday. 
Kalus said U of I 
faculty who teach credit 
classes are asked if 
they're interested in 
working off campus. 
"I 'have my group of 
'stars' who thoroughly 
enjoy working with 
adults. It's easy to 
convince them to go off 
campus," he said. 
Others are rewarded by 
being sent to conferences Richard Kalus 
or being helped with research, he added. 
· Kalus said the U of I offers strong help for off­
campus faculty, such as secretarial assistance, 
counseling and making sure books are available for 
classes. 
"We just have to identify rewards beside money," 
he said. "We try to provide them the _best possible 
services off campus." 
Kalus has been with the U of I in various capacities 
since J 972. He received both his bachelor degree in 
1963 and master degree in 1968 from Bradley 
University in Peoria. 
After receiving his doctor's degree in education 
from Indiana University in 1972, Kalus began 
working at the U of l in continuing education and 
program development. ln 1978, he was promoted to 
regional program director for continuing education 
and public service, office of statewide programming . 
Kalus said he would �ry to avoid hiring adjunct 
faculty by going to the dean of the department first. 
"I hope we can work through the department," he 
said. " First in line would be faculty. Then would be 
graduates or alumni. And if you have someone you 
approve of, t hen of course we'll support him." 
Kalus said he works wit h a lot with various men tal 
heal th  clinics in order to help its employees . 
"We find they (the employees) wan t  more 
education than their limited expert ise , " he said. "So 
we offer courses such as how to manage employees 
and how to delegate auth ority. 
"We're trying to work more and more with 
professionals to meet their needs." 
Kalus said U of l's primary goal is quality in its 
courses. 
·"Although we're trying to expand our degree 
program, we've also had to limit some· of our 
classes," he said. "But our market is actually 
professional continuing education. We encourage 
adults to take classes." 
· 
When asked what Eastern had to offer him, Kalus 
said that the deanship was a very challenging 
position. 
"It has an excellent staff and clearly has strong 
institution of support.'' 
He said he didn't believe enrollment would in­
crease dramatically if he were hired, but if there were 
a decrease in one area, Kalus said he hoped he would 
be able to re-enforce another area. 
"If I'm correct, I see you have a very strong 
commitment to serve the region," he said. "We're 
not talking about running around the statt!. We're 
talking about having a well-defined plan in order to 
serve the region." 
Kalus was interviewed yesterday by various 
academic groups such as the Faculty Senate, the 
Council of Academic Affairs and Council of Deans. 
He was one of five candidates chosen by the search 
committee out of 80 applications. 
Barbara Richter, ·chair of the search committee, 
·hopes to have its recommendation to Eastern 
President Stanley Rives by Sept . 17. Rives will make 
·the final decision. 
The new dean will replace Carol Holden who was 
·director of adult and continuing :ducation for three 
years. The position was upgraded to a deanship this 
;year. 
Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
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Dry rush brings 
better image 
to fraternities 
Eastern's greek system tried something a 
little different this year with its fall rush. 
Instead of enticing wide-eyed freshmen to 
the fraternities with a keg and some sorority 
women, they offered nothing more than the 
promise of brotherhood an.d maybe an 
occasional pizza. 
di I Although last year E tor al I . was a good start with 
having rush week 
partial ly dry, this is the first year the 
fraternities made such a bold step as to 
make the whole week completely dry. 
This step is to be commended. For too 
long, the fraternitie� have been slapped in 
the face with the false, stereotypical 
reputation of existing for nothing more than 
a continuous beer bash. 
By Qffering a dry rush, the fraternities are 
re-establishing what they are on Eastern's 
campus for-unity, not  constan t 
drunkenness. 
While having to recruit new members for 
the first time without offering a blow-out 
party �ill  put more e:>ressure on the fraternity 
rush chairmen, we think the end justifies the 
means . .. 
The lnterfraterni_ty Council recognizes 
that not serving alcohol makes getting a high 
rush turnout difficult and it has not turned its 
back. For the second consecutive year IFC 
sponsored a bus tour of each of the houses. 
While turnout for the bus tour was 
relatively low. this effort also should not go 
unnot1ced. 1 his is the second year IFC has 
cf,fered such a service for perspective 
f"fitern1ty members, and we think it is a 
�, tdition that should be continued. 
Ttiis gave interested men a chance to visit 
Edch house without any pressure to join a 
partic�lar house and without any beer 
1.,,iouding their perceptions of what greek life 
is about. 
Dry rush means the men who participate 
�re serious about joining a fraternity, not just 
out for two week's worth of free beer. 
The fraternities not only save thel'nselve� 
a considerable . amount of money on bee 
during that time, they also save themselve� 
the headaches of getting the wrong men a· 
their houses for the wrong.reasons. 
Granted, fraternities, like any othe 
campus organization, are expected to havE 
parties. However, by replacing ·the ke� 
party with a pizza party during rush week 
we think the fraternities are definitely takin� 
a step in the right directior1. 
A soap stai-on;ihe �PH I? Forget iff 
-- . -� . . ' 
_ There seems ·to be :a new vertlse that product (birth control),' 
twist' to New Morality-that executive wa� quoted as saying. "We 
strange CQmblnatlon of anti- standards here." \ 
sex religion and anti-commie Actually, it makes sense that the n 
politics. . allow the C-word on the air. For one 
You know how it works, totally ruin the moral message behind 
right? A military romp through you just don't think about getting preg 
Central America is good, any sleep with everyone and his brother 
kind of romp in bed is bad. ' happen. / 
Body counts are fine, body Let's examine the- latest scene 
rubs are sinful. War zones are Kevin Children Turn," in which Tad Whitet OK, erogenous zones aren't. sack with Hope Glamorous (ever noti 
This is Reagan's America: McDermott; opera stars never have names like 
· But wait. It's not really "Bernice"?), and watch the disastrous 
Reagan's America-or anybody else's-until it gets Tad brings up the C-word: 
through the standards and practices divisions of the TAD: Oh, Hope. 
television networks. HOPE: Oh, Tad. 
We are, after all, a TV society, and if the boys in TAD: I'm so glad you've left the evil t 
New York decide something is moral, then, dammit, your mother's ex-lover's son. 
it's moral as hell . HOPE: And I'm so glad you finally k1 
But the New Morality movement has nothing to friend after I walked in on the two of yo 
worry about. The major networks have apparently "my sister's pantry. 
given their nod of approval to the nation's other, �ess TAD: Uh . . . That was your sister. 
powerful leaders-such as Congress and the HOPE: Really? Well, now that my sl 
, President-and prime-time morality has secured a and Jake is getting a sex change and 
top spot in the fall l ine-up .  miS{'ing in action in the war-torn Cent 
How do we know this? Easy: The networks are nation of Bah-nah-nah, you and 
refusing to use the C-word. together-forever. 
What is the C-word, you ask? Censorship? TAD: Yes-forever. Uh . . . Hope? 
Communism? Celery? HOPE: Yes, Tad? 
No, no, no, you secular humanist moron .  The C- TAD: What are you using? 
word-which we shouldn't  even be discussing in  HOPE: Using? 
public l ike this-is . . .  well . . . "contraception" TAD: You know. What kind of . . .  u 
(Shhhhh! Don't say it so loud!). traception. 
According to a recent newspaper account, HOPE: What? 
contraception is still among the television networks' TAD: I mean . . well, sweetheart, ' 
taboo subjects. They tip-toe around advertisments wonderful name, but it's hardly a reliable 
for it. They won't even say the word on the air. control. 
According to the story, ABC-TV-the moral giant HOPE: It doesn't say that in the script! 
which brought us such socially redeeming shows as TAD: I think we should talk about it any 
"Three's Company"-is leading a wholesome trend HOPE: Cut! Where's my agent? 
based entirely on not saying the C-word. -Kevin McDermott is editor in chief a 
"We just don't feel it's appropriate for us to ad- columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
Your turn 
Journalist says story 
was accurate 
Editor: 
This letter is in reply to The 
Daily Eastern News article on 
Sept. 1 O about the possible 
effect of divestment by the EIU 
Foundation. 
I wrote the article in question, 
which was published June 26 in 
the Decatur Herald and Review 
under the headline "Stocks could 
change without,a loss: report." 
The article, which was based 
on an interview with EIU 
President Stanley Rives, said a 
Harris report had concluded that 
the Foundation "probably" would 
lose little or no income if it 
divested in firms doing business 
in South Africa. 
' 
Incidentally, the Rives interview 
was tape recorded and the 
quotes from him were therefore 
entirely accurate. -
A few days after my story 
appeared, a mutual frier9 of 
Rives and myself happened to 
talk to the president about my 
story. Rives said the story was 
accurate, and had no exceptions 
or equivocations to that 
statement. 
Also, Dan Thornburgh, who 
directs the Foundation, made 
positive comments about the 
story at the time. Thornburgh 
also told me on Sept. 9 that he 
had specifically told The Daily 
Eastern News that my article had 
been accurate. 
Also, I might mention that 
President Rives' comments abo" • 
the Harris report were based, I 
:,elieve, on an oral report, as 
· ivell as the written report. 
I assume that certain 
;eneralizations may have been 
nade in the oral presentation 
'lat did not specifically appear 1 
the written report. 
Rives stated that he opposes 
ivestment at this time because 
"I know too many examples of 
work toward racial equity that is 
being done by (U.S.) companies 
in Soutt:i Africa .. " , 
He said, however, that if 
conditions in South Africa 
deteriorate he might support 
divestment. 
Allan H. Keith 
Dry rush cartoon 
unfair to Greeks 
Editor: 
Dry rush parties are killing 
business? Where the The Daily 
Eastern News comes up with 
this statement (cartoon, Sept. 9) 
is beyond me. This fall, dry rush 
is.the first ever at Eastern Illinois 
and is far from hurting the Gleek 
system. First of all we are not a 
business we are a group of 
young men who are dedicated to 
such things as Philantrophies, 
Academics, Leadership, who are 
members ti a social fraternity. 
Before The Daily Eastern News 
came up with this conclusion 
they should of done their 
homework and found out if dry 
rush was hurting this fall's rush. 
So let me enlighten 'You on the 
truth. This fall attendance is very 
high at rush parties h-.e on 
campus. As many as seventy 
men have be9'i co�g out to a 
single party. All of ttie houses 
are reporting attenwmce to be 
very good. Through dry rush 
fraternities are attracting men 
who are truly interested in the 
Fraternity sfstem. 
Dry rush is the best thing that 
could of happened to the 
Fraternities here at Eastern. 
Hurting our system hardly. In fact 
the exact opposite is true, this is 
helping our s�stem by attracting 
'i better qualify of men and 
3aving the houses money. How 
this paper can print a statement 
that is so far from the truth is 
beyond belief. I don't 
about journalism but I 
you.don't print a stat 
.is a. lie. In. my .opinion 
poor journalism. Next · 
want to print a state 
please check your facts 
trying for sensationali 
someone who is kno 
the field you are going 
secute. 
Foundation n · 
agent of apa 
Editor: 
Through its position f 
investment in companiea 
business in South Africa, 
Eastern Illinois University 
Foundation is naive ag 
racism, torture and mu 
Foundation President 
remark that "reasonable 
of our investments (is) 
primary thing we have to 
was a cl�r statement of 
given to economy over · 
The Foundation Board's 
opinion that the South A 
"condition 'is stabilized at 
time" and Roberts' sear 
"evidence that it is abs 
wrong (to invest)" are i 
and inexcusable. 
Roberts' visits to Cro 
and Soweto five years 
not provide greater stab 
Bishop Tutu's position r 
disinvestment. Denying 
report that EIU could div 
little or no loss is hardly a 
issue. What price shall w 
on disengaging ourselves 
unconscionable bigotry 
u.gly reality of apartheid? 
Thursday, September 1 1 , 1"986 
ssion is research 
om coal structure to turtles, 
udy stimulates new activity 
discovering the basic structure 
· coal to studying the works of 
musical composers, virtually 
liege is involved in some form 
ch, and Eastern is no ex-
's  pure research endeavors 
m, "a lot of very good in­
efforts by faculty members 
i;eive their role at the university 
thantt:a�h ing,' • director of 
and grants Edwin May said . 
perceive their role to include 
and creative activity, ' '  May 
raditionally this is what you 
in faculty." 
instructor Edward Moll is  
in the study of tropical 
"It's easier to do a complex 
at a bigger university because 
more time, " he said. " Here 
e to work around a teaching 
I fi rst got here (in 1968) 
was OK i f  it was done in your 
e," Moll  said. " Now the 
does provide a certain 
of time for research If you 
ed yoursel f  and applied . "  
for 1985-86 is $400,000. 
"We get more money for grants and 
research than any other Board of 
Govenors school,"  May said. "Of the 
total external grant volume of the BOG 
system, we have a far disportionate 
share. 
''A lot has to do with our orientation 
toward external funding," May said. 
"We have a larger emphasis on those 
areas in terms of desire of faculty to be 
involved in external funding for grants 
and research. 
"We just have a little more interest 
than other places,"  he added. 
Howe�er, May said 97 percent of all 
research dollars go to the top 200 
universities in the nation. 
" That leaves three percent for the 
rest to compete for," he added . "And 
that makes it real tough . 
May said, "While a lot if depart­
ments. are involved in hard research, 
the chemistry department has the most 
funded research right now . "  
"Chemistry a s  a disipline has a 
history of research behind it," he said . 
" It ' s  also the type of work chemists do 
is more readily funded . "  
Mol l  said, "I haven 't  had any 
problem getting funding for my 
research . "  
SA 
ds for Eastern ' s  research is 
rom a variety of sources . 
· the main source of funding 
arch is the National Science 
n. 
" I n itially we were a school whose 
mission was the preparation of 
teachers , "  May said . " Over the years 
some l)f that has changed, it now 
includes research . "  
DAN REIBLE I Staff photographer 
Zoology instructor Edward Moll demonstrates a specimen of his favorite 
research project-tropical turtles. The amount of research here has picked up in 
recent years, demonstrating. a gradual shift in emphasis away from its reputation 
as a teacher's college . 
· 
Eastern ' s  research budget" 
Anti�drug bill 
bated by House 
INGTON (AP)-Thc Home began 
ednesday on a m ulti-billion dollar 
;a day after'House Speaker Thotnas·P. 
k blllrttly told· President Reagan the 
will cost much m o re t han the  ad­
tion appears willing to spend. 
traffickers beware, t h i s  Congress 
business," Rep. Jimmy Quillen , R­
id. 
Majority Leader J i m  Wrigh t ,  D­
admitted t h e  bill " w i l l  not solve al l  of  
lems" but sai d  i t  would  " perm it  us to 
gre�s rat her t han losing ground." 
·n said that at  a W h i t e  House meeting 
, a t tended by President Reagan, 
hief James M i l ler  I l l  said $250 million 
available for.a new drug initiative. 
aker said he later received a call from 
House, in which he was told the 
led by Miller,  director o f  the Office of 
ent and Budget , was too low . 
Jim Miller started talk ing about $250 
l said you could stop the program if 
I you have in mind," O' Neill  said . 
iller spoke, the president said nothing 
ney." 
Workshop helps students say hello 
By DONELLE PARDEE 
Assistant activities editor 
I f  you only have five m inu tes to get· to your class 
on the other  side of campus, you ' re probably not 
' ;;, only runhing, but also wearing a " hard face," said 
educational psychology instructor Melanie Rawlins .  
Rawli ns ,  who presented the workshop "Making 
contact-saying hello" Wed nesday, explained that a 
h a rd face is made by making the facial muscles tight 
and focusi ng t h e  eyes straight ahead. She said people 
usually make a hard face when they are intent on 
where they are going or what they are doing.  
The other type of face people make is  the soft face, 
Rawlins said. The soft face is an expression of  
relaxation. People have time to look around and 
make eye contact, she added . 
To imagine what each face was like, Rawlins first 
had the 17 students who attended pretend they were 
late for class for the hard face, then pretend they 
were relaxing admiring the scenery for the soft face. 
Rawlins was assisted by Ellie McCabe of Eastern ' s  
Counseli ng Center during t h e  workshop designed t o  
help students learn to meet new people. 
Rawlins had a list of steps for multi-sensory 
relating. They were: starters, honor, look, listen, 
match, appreciate and touch . 
The session first focused . on the starters which 
include introducing yourself and initiating a con­
versatio n .  
Rawlins  introduced herself to McCabe to 
demonstrate how a postit ive approach is helpful in 
meetinl: people . 
Other topics included road blocks in a con­
versation and the other steps to multi-sensory 
relating. 
Rawlins said road blocks can stop the flow of a 
conversation because of negative intonations . 
Looking anj l istening go hand in hand, Rawlins 
said. 
Rawlins said the best way to listen to someone is to 
be even\\ :th them and " naval to naval." 
The "1•aval to naval " concept is that the two 
people holding the coversatiOn stand three feet apart 
with nothing in between them with their navals at the 
same height.  ' 
Rawlins said another way to let people know that 
you are listening is  to match them. She added 
matching is the process of matching their breathing 
and sta t u re .  
Besides matching, Rawlins said touching is an 
expressive way of telling someone you care . She said 
the best for of touching is the hug . 
Hugging is a natural way to express caring, dispel 
fear and anxiety and is non-sexual, Rawlins said . 
Rawlins said the eight types of therapeutic hugs 
are: cheek hugs, bear hugs, side-to-side hugs, front­
to-back hugs, group hugs, sandwhich hugs, A-frame 
hugs and heart centered hugs. 
• • • • • • • • 





Offbeat Music & Comedy 
Featuring 
THE PHEROMONES' hit 
''YUPPIE DRONE'' 
Performing in the Subway · 
9-11 pm l:;ii!IMARTIN umEA KING. JR. l!J UNIVERSITY UNION 
-6A . . . . . . . •  ���.r.s� flY· S.eptembe�. t _1 , J .9�9 · .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
Un ion Happy Hour offers alternative n ight act ivit ies 
By CRAIG EDWARDS 
Assistant Verge editor 
D glasseiiMtl be distributed prior to the showings. 
The University Union is offering an alternative to 
the traditional happy hours and 4 o'clock clubs at the 
local bars. 
Movies aren't the only attraction at the happy · 
hour. The Graf Brothers, an acoustic duo that 
combines music and comedy, wiH perform at 6:30 
p.m. in the Union walkway. 
what was going on in the world the day th 
born at the birthday chronicle booth in the B 
Lounge . 
Students can also have their caricature 
the Union Station. Itza Pizza will be offering 
the price of one pizza slices . The "Union Happy Hour, which is actually five 
hours of entertainmeni, will be from 6 to 1 1  p.m. 
Thursday in the University Union. 
The Mary Wong Comedy Team will perform at 8 
p .m.  in the Grand Ballroom. Craig said the team 
consists of three improvisational -comedians that 
perform individually and in comedy sketches . "Their 
style is similar to that of Second City," Craig said. 
Special offers throughout the entire Union 
free check cashing, free popcorn with the p 
a soda and a free Schick travel bag with any 
from the Union Bookstore. 
"It is just one time during the semester when the 
Union tries to do something nice for the students, "  
said Anita Craig, director of student activities. 
Craig said the Union schedules the event at the 
beginning of the fall and spring semesters . "We 
usually plan it for the second full week of classes," 
Craig said adding that this is the fifth year for the 
The Pheromones also combine music and comedy 
in their routine. "They base their comedy on satire,"  
Craig said, " It's a trendy-sort of  comedy."  The 
Pheromones will perform at 9 p.m. in The Subway. 
Almost all of the events during Union Hap 
are free. Craig said that all costs for the ha 
are allocated in the Union budget. "It cos 
$3 ,000 to bring in the musicians, comedians, 
and movies, ' '  Craig said. 
event. . 
Three-dimensional movies are a new addition to 
the happy hour this year. "Creature from the Black 
Lagoon" and "It Came from .Outer Space" will be 
shown at 6 and 8 p .m. in the University Ballroom. 3-
In addition to the movies and live entertainers, 
carnival-type attractions will be spread throughout 
the entire Union. 
Paddleball Champion Randy Brown will be trying 
to teach students how to use a paddleball. Mean­
while, students will have the oppurtunity to find out 
Craig· said she expects anywhere from S 
6,000 students to attend the happy hour. 
really good way to let them know what the U 
to offer,"  she said . 
Com puter speeds up l ibrary checkout CA_A sets agen 
·no 1discussion By STEVE SMITH 
Campus editor 
Eastern students who borrow books 
at Booth Library may think they are in . 
a supermarket checkout line because of 
a new computer recently installed. 
Library Dean Wilson Luquire said 
the new checkout system is similar to 
the ones using UPC symbols in 
supermarkets, but its technology is 
different. 
Luquire said the new system uses an 
electronic pen, which is capable of 
reading numbers off of books and 
_school ID cards; "The OCR (optical 
character regonition) reads the number 
itself, not a bar code, "  he said . 
The electronic pen "reads" the 
numbers off the student ID card and 
off the book being . checked out, 
Luquire said . "This gives us a direct 
reading of the numbers," he said, 
adding that it speeds up the checkout 
process by one-fourth of the time . 
"In the past the student had to show 
an ID and the library attendant would 
key the numbers in by hand," Luquire 
said . 
The social security number and the 
book number had to be typed into the 
computer by hand he said. "This was 
long and cumbersome. Through errors 
you could become someone else ."  The 
new system virtually eliminates this 
problem, he said. 
Currently Northeastern Illinois 
University is the only other school in 
Illinois that has this same type of 
checkout procedure . 
Luquire said Eastern studied the 
effectiveness of the system that was in 
use at Ndrtheastern and decided to 
purchase a similiar device . "We did 
have the computer enhancement 
available," he said . 
The installation process lasted the 
entire month of August, and used over 
2,500 hours of labor to complete. 
Luquire said students and faculty 
helped in labeling the books. 
The first electronic pen was pur­
chased from Data Entry, a California 
electronics company, Luquire said, " It 
was fairly generic. "  
Currently three other pens are on 
order from the CAERE corp., also 
from California, at a cost of $ 1 ,7 1 5  
each, Luquire said . 
The electronic pens may be used on 
any one of the 26 existing library 
computer terminals, he said. 
A demonstration of the system 
showed that several bugs had to be 
worked out. "Sometimes it reads the 
numbers quickly and somestimes it 
doesn't," OCR technical assistant Lon 
Miller said. , 
The demonstration showed that the 
time involved in checking out four 
books was only about five minutes . 
Under the old system the time involved 
may have been closer to 10 minutes. 
planned yet 
The Council on Acad 
Affairs will meet for the first 
this semester Thursday so i 
can be put on the agenda .  
C A A  c h a i r  K a n  
Baumgardner said five pro 
for revisions in the speech 
and minor will be made, al 
with an experimental c 
proposal in art . 
"We always put things on 
agenda one week and then 
about it the next w 
Baumgardn.er said . 
Baumgardner said it would 
a very short meeting b 
items would only be placed on 
agenda and not discussed . 
The council meets every w 
at 2 p.m. in the Union addi · 
Arcola-Tuscola Room. 
I • '  � 
all interested men to 
our LA S T  RUSH PA RTY 
A T  
"The LAMBDA CHI Country Club " 
with the ladies of DEL TA ZETA 
Come PLA Y GOLF and enjoy 
Hors d'oeuvres and later 





AT 8 : 00 pm 
Thursda 
HA will consider a·pproval 
f fall budget at meeting 
writer 
Eas tern ' s Re s i d ence  Ha l l  
ociation will consider approving its 
budget at Thursday's  meeting, an 
official said. 
After discussing the budget, the 
will consider approving it, said 
ny Jones , national committee 
rdinator. 
Housing Director Lou Hencken will 
ent his housing plans for the 
oming year at the 5 p.m. meeting in 
enson Hall's Illinois Room. 
In addition, Jones said a fall retreat 
RHA officers only to Lake 
lbyville, scheduled this weekend, 
will be discussed. 
Jones said the retreat is an attempt 
to help members get to know each 
other. They will also discuss leadership 
skills and RHA committees. 
In other business, the RHA will 
discuss a conference slated in 
November at the University of Iowa. 
Jones said a number of schools 
within the conference wilf discuss plans 
for their residence hall associations. 
The RHA will also vote on their 
i n vo lvemen t  i n  t h i s  y ear ' s  
Homecoming festivities, Jones said. 
Eastern's Homecoming is scheduled 
for Oct. 1 1. 
iscou nt cards to be distributed 
Eastern students living in residence 
ls will receive student discount cards 
ursday, Student Senate Speaker Joe 
Mera said Wednesday. 
The cards will be placed in the 
idence hall mailboxes, he said. 
The cards can be used to receive 
ounts or other bonuses from the 15  
I businesses that sponsored the 
d. Bonuses and discounts range 
m free sodas with purchases at 
mino's Pizza, 6 1  i Seventh St., and 
rdee' s,  3 15 Lincoln Ave., to a 1 0  
cent discount on all parts and labor 
m Goodyear Aucornotive Center, 
M adison . 
No distribution date has been set for 
off-campus students to receive their 
cards. "There's not enough man­
power" to _distribute the cards the same 
day, O'Mera said. 
O'Mera said off-campus students 
will be able to pick up their cards in the 
Union at a later date in the near future. 
Cards will- also be distributed at all 
greek houses, he added. 
The senate has received about 10,000 
of the discount cards, Summer Senate 
Speaker Suzanne · Allen said. All 
students are eligible to use the cards. 
In addition, · the senate will be 
conducting a voter registration drive at 
4 p.m. in the residence halls , O'Mera 
said. 
m..- � .,  
EAST SIDE OF SQUARE-CHARLESTON • 1 700 RUDY AVE.-MATIOON ll!J Featuri ng Mexica n & American Cuisine 
Fiesta Hour 
Mon. - Thurs. 5 - 7  p.m. 
Draft Beer 1 4  oz.-1sc; 
Free hors d'oeuvres 
Beer, Wine, Margaritas a 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS m 
Carry-outs available m 345- 2 2 2 3  liJ �o�. -Thurs. 1 0 :30-9 p. m .el 
Fn. -Sat. 1 0 :30- 1 0 p . m. 
-:::::::::::e:::::;::m:· :;;;;i:,m:;:::::;m:·;•�:;:;�•m:· :;::;;::m:::::::m:· :;::� 
• i 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW ! 
FROM THE VOICES, DOWN TO THEIR BEATLES BOOTS, YOU'LL 
THINK YOU',RE.SEEING JOHN, PAUi:., GEORGE & RINGO! 
IF YOU MISS THE BEA TLES . . .  DON'T MISS . . 
• • eAS THE BEATLES 
Sponsored by 
UB Mainstage 
Sunday , Sept. 1 4 , 1 986 
8 p .m.  McAfee Gym 
· EIU students w/1 0 
· General Public 
Mastercard & Visa accepted 
Tickets will be available at the 
Union Box Office 1 1  a. m. - 3 p.m. 
Monday - Friday 58 1 -5 1 22 
• Mr. Music (Charleston & Mattoon) 
• Mazuma Records (Charleston) 
TLE MANIA GIVEAWAY: Be the first person to correctly an­
each Beatles Trivia Question today and receive either a free Beatles 
or two free tickets to the 1 964 concert . 
. by Room 20 1 in the University Union. One winner per day. 
One prize per person throughout the contest 
AY 'S BEATLE TRIVIA QUESTIONS 
A FREE ALBUM: 
II INtl• sits In th• trunk on th• corer of th• "Y••terd•Y •nd Tod•y" LP? 
TWO FREE TICKETS TO 1 984: 
1 the longest S.•tl•• song? 
I 
I 
Window work JANET SIWICKI I Staff photographer 
Eastern employees Ivan Croy, left , and Mike Dunapher carefully remove a 
window from the west side of the Fine Arts Building Wednesday afternoon . 
The old windows are being replaced with new, tinted glass. 
The way you must 
fight when only 





�Kid-PartlI IPGI COLUMBIA PICTURES 
FRl.ISA T NITE 7:00 AND 9:1 5 
SUN. TO THURS. 7:00 ONLY 




rea l i ty . . .  
� 
MANHUNTER 




A PARAMOUNT PICTURE . � 
FRl.ISAT. NITE 5:1 0 • 7:20 • 9:20 
· SUN. TO THURS. 5:1 0 AND 7:20 
SA T.ISUN. MATINEE 2:1 0 P .M. -
COLUMBIA IPG-•ll PICTURES 
FRl.ISAT. NITE 7:20 AND 9:25 
SUN. TO THURS. 7:20 ONLY 
SAT .ISUN. MATINEE 2:1 5 P .M. 
' -
rnursday, septeml)er-1 ,  1 986 The D•lly Eutera 
llelucar�- - -- JrOrlf��g� 1 A\ CBS-names n9w ch8irm 
started o n  the second half o f  his show, on stage became more and more fun. 
which included what everyone had Deluca started his subjects off by 
come to see - the hypnotist at work. having them laugh hysterically. . · 
Deluca told the audience he has been · He proceeded to tum up the heat o� 
performing six days a ·week for the last them, causing the men to take off thefr 
7 years as he took volunteers from the shirts and the women to pull at their 
. audience. shirts frantically. After getting the heat 
Many of the students on stage were up over 100 degrees, he quickly made it I hot affected by Deluca's hypnosis and very cold and suggested that they hug i 
left the stage. the person next to them to stay warm. ; . 
Deluca later said that it didn't work At one point, Deluca had a girl so : 
for them because they thought it was a convinced that there were mice on the 
game. , stage that she was jumping around · 
As the hypnotic portion of the show ! trying to kill them. 
progressed, the actions of .the people l 
NEW YORK. (AP)-William S. ·  
Paley, the broadcast industry patriarch 
who founded CBS, will return tem­
porarily as chairman of CBS Inc . ,  
replacing Thomas H. Wyman, the 
company annonced Wednesday night. 
Laurence A. Tisch, who controls the 
largest block of CBS stock and also is a 
director, was named acting chief 
executive officer by the company's .  
board, which met for nine hours at 
CBS headquarters . 
CBS said Paley would serve as 
chairman and Tisch as chief executive 
officer until a replacement 
found for Wyman, who held 
posts . 
CBS News reported the 
directors reluctantly ac 
Wyman's 1esignation . 
An industry source, with 
some occurrances at the 
meeting, said Wyman came 
meeting with proposals to reli 
tension within the board and 
company. The proposals were 
received, the source said, but Pal 
Tisch were immovable and irrisis 
P���rn 
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$1 .00 GENESIS I i 
ff Ii lnvisib�e Touch I I o st 
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:**************** ... . , ,.. i $1 O off al l  i 
for al l your sporting nee 
Bring in your coupon 
from the school events 
calendar 
trophies i EIU, fraternity, ! isorority jackets: 
***************** 345-471 
THURSDAY ,  SEPTEMBER . .  - 1 1,�� 
· - ·  - - :! ,..,. -· , · �-�--
6 p. m .  until 7:30 p . m .  
6 p . m .  unti l  9 p . m .  
6 p . m .  unti l l O p . m .  
6 p. m. until close 
6:30 p . m . unti1 8 p. m . 
8 p . m .  until 9 p . m .  
8 p . m .  until 9 :30 p . m.  
9 p . m. until 1 1  p. m. 
t;ii!IMARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. � U N IVERSITY UNION 
6 - 1 0  p . ril . 
Creature From The Black Lagoon : 
3 - D  Movie 
Free Schick travel bag 
with a purc h a s e  
Free popcorn w i t h  purchase of soda 
Free check cashing 
Randy Brown: 
Paddleba l l  C h a m p i o n  
B i rthday Chron i c l e  
Caricatures by G o o t  
B u y  one p izza s l i ce get 
second one Free 
Half p ri c e  bowl i n g  a n d  free shoes 
Graf B rothers:  Acoustic Duo 
Mary Wong Comedy Tea m 
It Came From Outer Space:  
3-D Movie 
Pheromones : D uo 













ALL ACTIVITIES FREE 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWIS 




-Thursday·, Sept. 11 ,  .1986 
8:00·.p .m��· 3rd Floor Union 
�N· Truth • Love. � . Honor �N 
Vizzel �ec.�Cll! 
r _ _: _ _ _ _ _ _ _  coupon- ...:.-.� - -:- .,... - ....,i- ·� ·· ' . . · (· . i . f)C)8'1 icai·'·s> , : �  � . .. .. . . 
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. 
. . 0 . . . 
. · only $6.85 regularly $8.a�: · · � . .. �. _, · · · · :  Inside orders only . .  Offer good Su'ncla�·1hwsday. : · · 
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' T0DAY .... F0fmal·5:3o Life &ien�e 2ot 
' I TC)NITE.-.·Inf�rfu�r.9:00 Jerry'� Pub·:. ·. · · · la::< 
SEPT. 15.- Formal 5:30 Life Science 201 
Come Check Out 
the # 1 
Business Fraternity 
. •.
· 1B · . 
i 11!555!!!!!!!1 lliliiiii!!lllmGJ1l!i!i5!aD8• 18113!1' lliiiiilimlHDll!lm!!!!!!!!JBl-l!!!llGJir!!!l!!El!!IEI B ' 
DO YOU EXPERIENCE STRESS . .  
FROM A PARENTAL DRINKING PROBLEM? 
ADULT CHILDREN.OF ALCOHOLICS 
SUPPORT GROU.P · · 
A ���IDENTJAL PLACE TO TALK, TRU!rr, FEEL 
t:All THE COUA'SELING CENTER AT!illl-3413 
· · EJU 
" 
Badminton Club 
Badminton c_ompe1 i t ion 
Every Mon ., &  We� . 
6 : 1 5 t o 7 �30 • · • 
EIU 
Square Dance Club. 
Square Dance 
Every Mon . eveni ng 
7 to 9 p . m .  . . 
. McAfee Gym 
* Friendly compet i t iQtt 
* Any_level · · 
McAfee Gym Rm 1 36 . 
*Beginners, welcome 
Delta Sigina Phi 
CELEBRA.TE . 
· · . - , .
.
. 
25 years of . 
... _ , .  BROTHERH.OOD 
. 
" 
. '. ' ,  1961 ' . . . . 
· DEL TA SIGA(A PHI 
Best of luck- this 
semester to the-
. men of Delta Chi 
Love Patty 
• 
Bell' s Flower Corner 
· 
.
- . Rose-Sp.ecial! 
: . - . .  � · : Dozen Wrapped Roses $13. 00 









.. . . 
; 
. .  
' . 
· ·run out to White Hm. 
· ·:Tap in� everything from coJd beer to chilled wine to fra;ty 
· 
· . ; fO\.llltain drinks . . .  at White Hen Pantry. 
·Be�es& 
Ja .. 'llles 
.... Wme �ler 
Bud & . 
Bud Light Coors · 
. . 
· 4 pack " £1 ... - -� -A�e $2.99 each $4�99 ea� . .-I : each 
Offen; gocid 913 thru 9/14/S6 dilly. at location listed, · 
----
When You Nun (Jrut, Nun (Jut lb . . .  
W�!!l!!!.�'tJ. 
·t 
Westcott, Epperson, Davis 
Trio 
Back By P9pular Demand 
MY PLAC&· 
Live Sh�w I 9·1 2 ! f=RI UlfT : . 




One Dozen Roses - $16. 00 
Delivered! 
Cash only. Offer expires Sept. 24 
1 100 Lincoln - 3 Blocks East of Old Main 
The Dis(inguished Women 
of 
Delta Sigma Theta 
present their 
Fall Rush 
·: '.fonight . -..��> . 
7 Plfi .� 9 pm '" . .  
. . - -.- . .  ::· at the · - · . � · .· . . 
-------s-Am----�-"""-
, r  'W.' t1ncoln FREE DELIVERY 
· . ' · �� o off 1 / 1 6 oz .  Pepsi .- \'  · with delivery of small 
or medium pizza 
2/1 6 oz. Pepsis 
e per pizza with large or x-large 
,'( 1 1  AM E:VERDAY AND 4 PM ON SUNDAY . . . .... . -- _ _ _ _ __  ._. 




. CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS 
& CARDS 
SMALL GIFT ITEMS 
I I£ '»#• ' •  l ��;;�=: 




\. �@ ·� . ' 
WdStiy FOUn,diltion · . . . . 
(4th St . . across · from Laws�n Hall) 
for rides ·& info ·call 348-8363 , . .J48-0429 · 
. ·Q.u it fiddl in '  · 
arou·nd 
and · get up 




Now available in colors. Totics and oih�r�·�P�9�  lenses available at additionarcharge . Selected . i;Jrolif) ·of frames. Single vision. CR-39. within normal power 
. ranges. · 1> 
. ,: Expires .September 30, 1986 
. ALSO IN COLoRS� . . . . � . . . . . • .  ;'••� r.if')ft 
OR WITH EXTENDED WEAR LENs-=s . . . . • • . • . Juat 1199. 
Continuous Care Program Necessary At Additional Cost . 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
Eye Examination and $ 79 
Eyeglasses Complete . . .  
Frames from a select group . CR 39 clear lenses. Bifocals 
. fro m  s 1 5  additio nal . · Expires September 30, 1 986 
[ 52� W. Lincoln 345-2527 ] 
THE EYE DOCTORS - TRUSTED SINCE 1898 
-. -
astern N ews Thursday, September t t , t 986 l 1 A R?ailllilllll.m.iai�--il!llllll� ... mmmmm.-..mm--.��--.ii.i.iil;..nm;_._...._._. ... m 






I CONGRA 1ULATIONs 
' ' -. extra• 
. - ' ' '.:) 
I 
I . . . . - : I 
ney l� I 







on ·going active . We are 
all so proud of youf 
Love, . .  ... . . . -- · I I I 
I 
I 

































. . I . fi,{f!, ' 
' : :;t.�; ·�- ·- -
........ ... .' . . - - - - - - - - - - - -. · ·1 �.. ; - :- � - - - - - · - . . I 
· · · · ·J \' � ..... 1·: �? ·� ·f � . Bring in this coupon \ 
...... \ .� - � : •·�: ::� . ·· • ":::,;· q ·; · and receive . . 1 . . � , u ... r "" . • , .. "�'· . . . . . ' ·. 
� -� ;�, • �;\�.··· ·f� .  ;�-.>� �#:]: ;' :� s'·:5., Of: ·!!1· . · · r -�� t . � ,;!". 1 .. .t: • ' ; :.r • I . . ' . , · . . · I I ...... • · •· e ""; :I -r -, , h • . . , . . .- . • ' · . --: .• ; "., ,_ ' � · 'o·· - ·e··NIM· \ ,.... : I i . .  . I ' � •  · · · ·  I 1 · · . · · .  I 
l : \ JEANS \ 
I · .:.: ·· ·. · l - Choose from a wide \ 
. 1 · � selection includi!'Q Zena, \ � . _ _  . . . • , Union Bay, Robin Ross, 1 ••• • • • ·-- · •  • d many more• ' 1 1 Sync an . · 1 · . . . ' ' � I I I I 1 EXPIRES 9/14186 1 I I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J 
I ' - � - - - � - - - - -
1 







;:; , . ·  
) 
' "  
: j· 
' � 
1L.1'f . . .. ·� 
·. � -
.5'�©ne�fn 
· . 3 Drafts $1.· · � . J • 
c ·1sci :WeH Drinks . j 
t 
. Band Upstairs· 1 
_ c THE RISE . 
" ·  . (No cover} · 
. . . P,���rn 




. 75¢ Well -Drinks ·. · · Band Upstairs 
·
· .  · 
· . THE RISE� -. .  
. · /" · (No couer) · 
. 1  
'. . ..  
' 




Ma.r.y. Won�{t.rii<>J irfunny Chinese WorrJan, 
b"t t!Jr'ei!aJ�nt�f1, efwze<!ia1!f1ram_ Chicago 
-. 
c�·- · · Perjor'(r.uflg at 8-p. m. · ·  . 
. .  ,. . _ : . "' '",. GRAND .BALLROOM . .  . 





· , :ROSES ' RUSH WEDD1Ntti RECEPTI .Yi<lozeh�$9..00 'def . . 
. .. . . . . .  _ . . , . . . . . 
· 
· · ·. Doien--$1J .. 50 de/.· : · 
. . . 
. . , . .  
. . The Greenhouse 





. · . , f .  '• ,, ' I � • \" • . •. '.! • · · . · , \·':"'" " ·  ·, .: .. · . , ·  i :fo· -·:· ·� .. ,.N,: 1· 0� - -u· T · · ·  
· . . �-. ·.' .. · '. · ' '. ·;;��. · �:; : t ,: · . _' \ > · · · · ·· 
.. . . ,)!--:> -- -· ..
.
.
. 1!AB.ULOUS WOMEN ... . : , . . .  · _ _  ; "];.-;. 
. .






. .. . 
; ;:;·' · · , .., .. '".. ·o� v 
· . ·. 
T · )." :. 
CINEMA G . 258-8�.8 . 
AU1h� 'lf'eopte . (A)5:10•7:2o :. , • . . 
Club Paradise (ft<M 3) 5:05•7:10 . . .. . .  " · _ : .  '
. 
,' . · .  
' t • . . -� 
. .  , i d  . .. · ·< .: 1429 7th St .. �bch.t�iist Nlght(Rl -s··1;1� . · 
· '. . ·. SIGMA. SIGMA SIG . . . . 
· .· 
. . . 
-
. 
. . ' ' ! 
TAU KAPPA EPSIL �--..--....ii.,,_ 52,�·· Li:SHOWS .DEFOP.t 6-P.M: bAllY ·. · . . ... ____________ ... __ �---�----· 
'. · 






·. · . . J.oin the fun this fall .· _ .
















' . · 




· .  UmQn BQwli� Lanes & Rec Area ,.,, . · � (JiJnctio�) · 
"'._•). . .. " . . . . . 
. 
. . 
.� ."• ;.Th� JlJNCTION.offe�s 1 2  lanes for classes, 
· .. · ·  · • .
.
 ,· ,;:  .9 · ' · ·. ·. · · ·: 1 � bowling, 6 billiards tables 
: ,  ,. _ - �\- : · - . . . . .;· · ·; . .  camping equipment rental. .. ·r.�-h���tci(' �i'1 joining a league this fall 
- �  _ . , . :u. , ·  �jop'J)y{'· "'�;}UNCTION in the Union 
;���--"''f·�· · �· call 58 1 -36 16  ,,,. . · : 
- '?�tr�,,���-'}· ·��: .
..
 · e: c�t"�t'week is only $2.50 
· , · · ,.. . , · plus sho� rental (25¢) · 
. · · ·LEAGUES·STA�T SEPT. 1 5  
6 : 30 p . m .  & 9 p . m .  
6 : 30 p . m .  & 9 p . m .  
LEAGUE TIMES . 
Monday Night COED 
Tuesday Night COED 
5 : 00 �. m .  
7 : 00 p. m .  
Peterson Point ( lndv.) Wednesday _ 
M-Th 
. .  F 
\ 
Sat. 
Sun .  
· Wedn�day Night Men 
HOURS: . 
1 0 : 00- 1 0;30 
1 0 : 00- 1 1 : 30 
4 : 00- 1 1 :30 




. .  
····�····· ···�·· ········� 
. ' '  .... ' . 
. 
: . ·lldT . ·THE PHOEN 
. i. • . HAS RISEN 
: The National Council of 
• . , . . . 
· • : Alpha Sigma Alpha • • : proudly _ introduces its first 
: . · Phoe�ix Pledge Class . . .  




Joponna Acosta , K.aryn Kronberg
b • .Michelle Baker . Marianne �ron erg 
. : · Pennie Bohr Jean Marie Langland 
e . . Lori Booth . Angie Lewandowski 
e . Stephanie Cors_ere · . Kerry Jo Mueller 
• Debbie Dawson . Lynda Olson 
: . � Lucia DiNicola Maria Partlow 
e MaryAnn Filpovich Denise Sabol 
•· Kim Gates Marcia Sattgast : Jody Gilbreth Shari Seward · 
• Laura Heeg Lisa Swanson • Debbie Hubbell Sherry Whitling • ! 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Thursday, September t , 1 3A 
d.ies cite .news rriedia 
increases in · su icides 
(AP)-News and feature 
ut suicide, .as well as 
movies on the subject, seem 
teen-agers to take their own 
new studies conclude. 
ch suggests that even well­
examinations of the .rising 
te can prompt troubled 
ts to kill themselves . 
experts are unsure what, if 
the news media should 
eir portrayal of suicide. 
think we should not tell the 
the suicide rate is going up. 
be r idiculous ,"  said Dr. 
berg of Harvard Medical 
et if this is right, that may 
rt of stimulus to people who 
· g about it. I don't  know 
lution is . "  
h the studies concluded that 
suicides increase after 
news programs or movies 
' h  suicide, neither showed 
tims had seen the programs. 
vid P.  Phillips of the 
University of California at San Diego 
found that the nationwide suicide rate 
among teen-agers was 7 percent higher 
than usual following 38 television news 
andf eature stories about suicide during 
the 1970s . 
Dr. Madelro S .  Gould of Columbia 
Universiy found that the number of 
teen-age suicide attempts in the New 
York City area rose significantly 
following three of four made-for­
television movies about suicide that 
were broadcast during the fall of 1 984 
arid winter of 1 985 . 
Both studies suggested that teen­
agers imitate suicides they see on . 
television . The reports were published 
in Thursday's New England Journal of 
Medicine, along with an editorial by 
Eisenberg . 
After accidents , �uicide is the leading 
cause of death among American 
adolescents between the ages of 1 5  and 
19 .  Since 1 950, the suicide rate has 
tripled in this age group, and almost 
1 ,  700 kill themselves each year . 
r , - I EaStern adviser flarried 
' . .. - -- --- -- - - - -
: recipient of merit �ward 
1By CATHY VELASCO 
J Staff writer 
An Eastern academic adviser has 
I been awarded this year's National Academic Association' s  merit 
• recipient award. 
Vanlou Trank, an adviser at the 
academic assistance center in the 
Student Services Building · since 
· 1 970, was nominated for the .award 
by a colleague. 
The honor was sponsored by the 
American College Testing Program 
and the National Academic Ad­
. v1smg Association, which has 
members throughout the United 
States arid Canada. 
A banquet honoring Trank and 
other award winners has been 
scheduled , but she said she will be 
unable to attend. 
"The banquet will be held this 
October · in Seattle ," said Trank, 
"but I will not be there for the 
I presentation "due to pre-registration for spring (sem�ter); it is our I busiest time of the semester. ' '  
All the advisers d o  similar work, 
! Trank said. "There is no special . 
; reaspn why one person should be 
· awarded. "  
"Everyone i s  qualified t o  help the 
; student with their needs and most of 
, them were high school advisers ," 
: said Trank, who advised at 
; Charleston High School . 
"We work as a unit and �i .-e here 
for general advising,"  Trank said-. 
The ACTNACADA awarded 
Eastern's advisement center a 
similiar award two years ago for 
outstanding service. 
Free tutoring and advising on · · 
career placements are available 
from the advisers , but students · 
rarely take advantage of this op­
portunity, Trank said . 
venson , Thom pson set for bitter f i rst 1 986 debate 
GO (AP)-Republican Gov . James R .  
and challenger Adlai Stevenson meet 
Thursday in their first debate of the 1 986 
with a new poll showing the gap between 
didates has narrowed . 
this a lot better than some of the polls , ' '  
said Wednesday o f  the WMAQ-TV 
ewide telephone poll of .850 registered 
wed Stevenson 10 percentage points 
support from 41 percent compared with 
t backing Thompson .  
, which had a margin of error of plus or 
rcentage points , was conducted in late 
released Tuesday. Earlier polls had 
governor with anywhere from a 1 5  to 20 
percentage point lead. 
Thompson, who is seeking an unprecedented 
fourth term and has already served longer than ay 
other governor in Illinois history, has hovered near 
the 50 percent mark for the past several months . 
' 'Stevenson is gaining while Thompson is dead in 
the water, " Stevenson spokesman Bob Benjamin 
said Wednesday. ' 'The next step is for him to start 
sinking . ' '  
Thompson will continue to campaign a s  i f  h e  were 
behind, said David Fields, a spokesman for the 
governor. 
" You can't take anything for granted, "  said 
Fields .  "We said from the beginning we expected him 
to come up in the polls . There will be other polls 
which show other things . "  
· 
Stevenson has slowly crept up in the polls despite a 
series of setbacks that began with the Democratic 
victories of two supporters of Lyndon LaRouche. 
Those surprise wins prompted Stevenson's decision 
to resign as the Democratic nominee for governor 
and launch a third-party campaign. 
Since the primary, he fractured a vertabrae in a fall 
from a horse and was hospitalized, and later hobbled 
for several weeks because of a minor fracture of his 
foot. 
Benjamin said the poll results buoyed Stevenson as 
he prepared for the debate-:--the first of  three, with 
others scheduled Sept. 25 in Springfield and Oct .  16  
i n  Carbondale . 
"It comfirms what we've been saying all along and 
we' re ready,"  said Benjamin. 
1414 6th St . 
348-8218 
25 % 
Thanks to all 
of the 1986 
RHO-CHIS ! 









Karen O 'Malley 
Patti Paul 
\ •\..... _ . ::.� \- :;_:.;;;-� . - , . 




OP, Pepe , DD Sloan 
25% off 
Dorms-greeks, organizations 
Fast Service- Lowest Prices 
Highest quality work 





Jill Kuchta · 
Lisa Mariani 
Vicky Matyas 













You did a super job! 
Love, the Panhellenic Council 
. . . · · . 
T h u rsday · s  ------ - -
Classified· ads Report errors Immediately at  511 ·211 2. wl l l  appear In  the next edition. Uni. cannot be responsible for an Incorrect ad Insertion_ D•dllne 2 P-m. previous dly. 
-_Thursday's I 1 I 64 · 
- • '· 
l . HServices Offered '.: A Roommates' � Ill __ _ 
Digest 
Crossword . 
"My Secretary, "  word , 
processing .  Professional 
resume packages, letters, 
quality term papers, thesis. 
903 1 8th. 345- 1 1 50. 
--:o''.::""::'=-:-:--,-o-:----�00 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection. excellent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT, 
Quiet female, likes animals 
share- 3 bedroom house close 
to campus. 348-5 1 64 .  
-:---------9/1 2 
Male wanted to share house 
1 Yt blocks from Campus & 2 
block from uptown. Own room 
1 Yt bath, fireplace, screened 
porch $1 00/month & uti l ities. 
Call 345-37 1 6. 
_________ 9/11 1 2:05 p.m. 
5-Movle: "Fort Massacre." 
( 1 958) Remnants of a cavalry 
detachment try to make It 
back to the fort through 
hostile Indian turf_ 
4:30 p.m. 
2�eopardyl 
9-Laverne & Shirley 
1 2-sesame Street 
1 5-Jeffersons 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight . 1 2:30 p.m. 
2-:-Days of Our Uves 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Leave It To Beaver 
3, 1 0-As The World Tums 5:00 p.m. · 
2, 1 7-People's Court 
3-News 
1 :00 p.m. 
9-0lck Van Dyke 
1 5-Another World 
1 7 ,38-0ne Life To Uve 
1 :30 p.m. 
2-Another World 
9-0ne Day At A Time 
1 0-S 1 ,000,000 Chance Of 
A Lifetime 
3, 1 C>-Capitol . 
�arol Burnett and Friends I 2:00 p.m. 






1 5-Santa Barbara 
1 7  ,38-General Hospital 
2:05 p.m. 








1 <>-Press Your Luck 







1 0-Leave It To Beaver 






1 2-Readf� Rainbow 
1 5-0iffren\ Strokes 





I Attempt of a 
sort 





14 An anonym 
18 In the center of 
17 Working 
implements 
20 Talus's locale 
21 Ed from 
Kansw; City 
22 Scand. land 
23 Smith and 
Pacino 
25 Make lace 
27 Deserted spot, 
especially for 









43 Kind of car 
44 Battery 
terminal 
48 Landlord, in 
Livomo 
47 Eggs for Nero 
48 Current 
indications 
52 Env. notation . 
53 Apple, for 
short 







· 15 Group in a  
flock 
IS Peruse 
U Nick name 
70 Scurries 
71 Hill builders 
72 Balance 
73 Harness for 
oxen 
5:30 p.m. 
2,3,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7 ,38-News 
9-Welcome Back, Kotter 




2,3,  1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News 
9-WKRP In Cincinnati 
1 2-MacNeil ,  Lehrer 
Newshour 
I 38-Anc:ly Griffith 
I 8:05 p.m. 
II 5-Sanford & Son , 8:30 p.m. 
1 2, 1 5-Wheel of Fortune / . 3-PM Magazine 
I 9-Allce 
. I 1 0-WKRP In Cinncinati 
I ,  
1 7-Newlywed Game 
38-Too Close For CQmfort 
8:35 p.m. 
5-All In The Family 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Cosby Show 
3, 1 <>-Price Is Right . 
9-Movle: ''The Glass 
! l  
House." ( 1 972) HNd-hittlng . , 
TV movie about prison life and-. 
its effect on one sensitive first 
offender. 
�-Illinois Press 
1 7,38-NFL Football: New 
England At New York Jets 
DOWN II Boulter 24 Kind of control I Bristle 28 .. __ Swell, . .  2 Disney film Rodgers-Hart 3 Out of control song 4 Love song 27 Muscovite and 5 Novel by F. biotite Huch : 1907 28 Native of 8 Code word Teheran 7 Gets off one's 29 Clear a feet 
8 "I Should clouded window Care" lyricist 30 
9 "Ares' chick" : · 
--
Aristophanes wintergreen 
10 .. __ for All 31 Jack or David 
Seasons" 32 Below, to Byron 
33 - Downs 
34 Superman 
portrayer 




15 Take care of 




40 Author Ferber 
42 Rain cats and 
dogs 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Singln' In The 
Raim. "  ( 1 952) 
7:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-0ur House 
1 2-lnnovation 
8:00 p.m. 
3,  1 0-Movie: "American 
Geisha. " 
1 2-Uving Wild 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Night Court 
9:00 p.m. 
2,  1 5-Today At Night 
1 2-Mysteryl 




1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3,  10, 1 5, 1 7-News 
9-SOap 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Marshal Diiion 
10:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Tonlght 
3-M.A.S. H. 
9-Trapper John, M . D. 
1 0-Nlght Heat . 
1 2-Movie: "Gold Diggers of 
1 933. "  ( 1 933) 
1 7-Qne Day At A Time 
38-Nlghtline - · 
· 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hart to Hart 
1 7-N!ghtllne . 
38-Sanford & Son 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
9-Movie: "The Heartbreak 
Kid . "  ( 1 972) Bittersweet tale 
about mismatched newlyweds 
on a short-circuited 
honeymoon . 
1 7-Three's Company 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 o-Movie: "The Long Dark 
Night. " puts summer 
vacationers against murderous · 
wild dogs on a remote New 
England Island. 
45 Kefauver 
49 Preminger and 
Kruger 
SO Bye-bye 
51 Fish : Comb. 
form 






58 At a distance 
59 Sheet of 
stamps 
80 Newts 
62 The Buckeye 
State 
63 Hide partner 
64 Gaelic 
66 Oral surgeon's 
deg. 
67 Break fasts 
See page 78 for answers 
W. Park Plaza, 345-6331 . 
-:--..,.,.----- --9/30 
I sell Avon ! Call 58 1 -2864 or 
come by Lincoln Hall 27 4 for 
catalogs. Ask for Lesa. 
________9/1 2 
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE 
TO CLEAN YOUR HOUSE AT 
A REASONABLE PRICE? 
CALL 345-3870. 
________ 9/1 2 
tt Help Wanted 
3,000 GOVERNMENT Jobs 
l ist. $ 1 6 , 040-$ 5 9 , 2 30/yr. 
Now Hiring. Call 1 -805-687-
6000 Ext. R-9997. 
________ 9/22. 
FEMALE MODELS WAN­
TED. Eam up to $300. Model 
topless or nude for 1 987 Coed 
Calendar. Mail any two photos, 
name, age, address and 
phone to: Coed Calendar, P.O. 
Box 434, Dekalb, IL 601 1 5. 
________9/1 2 
Part-time del ivery help 
needed. Apply in person 
between 2-4p.m. at Jimmy 
John's Sub Shop, 1 41 7  4th 
St. , Charleston. 
________ 9/1 2 
Experienced painter for 
small . job. Please call after 
4:30p.m. 345-6837 .  
________ 9,/1 1 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell 
Avon. Call Pam. 359· 1 577 or 
1 -800-858-8000 . 
_________ o. o 
Need · picture taken in 
Mattoon area. Closeup . .  clear, 
crisp picture. Write to PO Box 
491 , Terre Haute, Indiana 
4 7808 for details. 
_________ 9/1 1 
Pizzamaker/cook. Apply at 
Jerry's Pizza after 5 p.m. 
________9/1 2 
G O V E R N M E N T  J O B S .  
$ 1 6 ,040-$59 , 230/yr. Now 
Hiring. Call 1 -805-687-6000 
Ext. R-9997 for current 
federal list. 
_______ c9/ 1 1 ,  1 2  
'7 Wanted 
Wanted: Junk cars . We pay 
cash. 348-5232. 
_________ 9/ 1 6  
Smyser's Auto Repai r .  
· Complete Auto Repair. 209 N. 
7th , Charleston. 348-5232. 
_________9/1 6 
Need a place to crash? Or 
just to hang your hat? Find one . 
in the Daily Eastern News 
classifieds! 
_________ ,h-00 
M A L E  R O O M M A T E S  
WANTED. SHARE RENT, 
ELECTRIC, WATER. CALL 
345-2784. 
________ 9/12 
N e e d e d : 2 f e m a l e  
subleasers for youngstown 
apartments . $ 1 46 . 7 5  per 
month plus utilities. Immediate 
occupancy of for Spring 8 7 :  
Call 345-2363 ask for Tina. 
_________9/1 2 
Female wanted to share a 
university apartment (double 
rooms). Call 581 -5640. 
________ _..,/12 
Room mate desperately 
needed. University 1 bdrm apt. 
Furnished and spacious, split 
rent $20 1 per month, utilities 
included.  I m m ediate oc­
cupancy. Call Phena 58 1 -
5451 or 581 -2429 and leave 
message. 
_________ 9/ 1 5  
Male subleaser roommate. 
1 20/mo. Yt utility. Nice place. 
Come & see after 7p.m. or call 
58 1 -4759. 
_________ 9/ 1 6  
For Rent 
Apartment for rent-1 0 mo. 
lease, one person, furnished, 
rent $2 1 0  a mo. , includes all 
utilities, except electric. Has 
gas heat paid for. Available 
immediately. Call 345-2097 . 
________9/1 2 
Just a few apartments left! 
Two bedroom unfurnished 
apartments, 9 or 1 2  month 
lease, for 2 people. 947 
Fourth St. Phone 345-7 7  46 or 
after 5 phone 345-5348. 
-----.,.---�00 
FURNISHED' APARTMENT, 
REDUCED. THREE ROOMS, 
S H O W E R , S T O R A G E . 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY . 
- MEN. 345-4846. 
________ 9/19 
HANSEN APTS . TWO 
BDRM. FURNISHED. GREAT 
LOCATION. R EASONABLE 
RENT. Call 345-2 784. 
________9/12 
VERY NICE 2 BDR M .  
F U R N I S H ED APARTM ENT 
WITH 1 Yt BATHS. DISH­
WASHER, CENTRAL H EAT 
AND AIRCONDITIO N E R . 
SUITABLE FOR 3 OR 4 




TENANT NEEDED NOW 2 
BEDROOM LOCATED ON 






E l e c t r i c  Gui  
shape/needs 
345- 1 274. Ask 
Radio Shack 






( 6 1 8 ) 5 9 2 - 4 7  
5 : 00p.m.  
Psychology Club wil l  have a meeting Thurs. ,  
Sept. 1 1  at 6 : 30 p .m.  in the University Union 
Paris Room. Please try to bring money for 
membership fee and any information you were 
going to ge. Anyone interested in psychology is 
welcome. 
348-8363 or Beverly Patton at 348 
College Republl:ans wil l  have 
Sept . 11 at 6:30 p . m .  in CH 113. All 
Student . Council for Exceptional Children 
will have the meeting of the semester on . 
Thursday, Sept. 1 1  at 6 p .m.  in Coleman Hall 
Auditorium . All special education majors are 
encouraged to attend. 
University Democrats will have a meeting 
Sept. 11 at 6 :30 p.m.  in Coleman Hall room 
203, Elections will be held. 
Resld_ence Hall Association will have a 
meeting Sept. 1 1  at 5 p .m.  in Stevenson Hall 
I l l inois Room. Come find out more about RHA. 
Everyone is invited to attend. 
Junior High Majors Club will hold an 
organizational meeting Thursday, Sept. 1 1  at 7 
p .m.  in Buzzard Ed. Building, room 203. The 
agenda will include election of officers and in­
formation concerning the 1 986 Association of 
Il l inois Middle-Level Schools Conference that 
will be held at EIU on Sept. 26-2 7 .  Both current 
and new members are invited. 
EIU Square Dance Club will dance every 
Mon. evening from 7 to 9 p.m. in McAfee Gym, 
room 1 36. Beginners welcome. 
EIU Badminton Club will have friendly 
competition every Mon. and Wed. from 6 : 1 5  to 
7 :30 a.m.  in McAfee Gyms. Any level welcome. 
Delta Sigma Theta will have fall rush Thurs. , 
Sept. 1 1 ,  from 7 to 9 p .m.  at the Wesley 
Foundation Center. Rides will be provided. For 
ride infermation contact Kimberly Winston at 
Placement Center will have a 
meeting today in Physical Sci 
room 415 for B .S .  and B.A.  WI 
Certification and B.S.  in Business. 
meeting wil l  also be held in the Un 
Charleston-Mattoon Rooms at 3 p. 
and B . A .  WITH Teacher Certification 
Education. 
Health Professions will have a 
program director Sept. 11 at 2 
Science room 2 1 3 . Represents · 
John's Hospital will visit to talk 
planning on entering a medical 
program . All medical technology 
encouraged to attend. 
Campus Clips are published 
charge, as a public service to the 
should be submitted to The Dally 
office by noon one business day 
be published (or date of event). 
should include event, name of 
organization (spelled out - no 
abbreviations) , date, time and 
plus any other pertinent information. 
· phone number of submitter must 
Clips containing conflicting or 
formation will not be run if submitta' 
contacted. Clips will be edited 
available. Clips submitted after noon 
day cannot be guaranteed publi 
be run one day only for any event. 
be taken by phone . 
Th ursday 's 
ClaSsified a Report error• lmmedl•tely •t 511 ·211 2. A correct •d will •PPM' In th• next edition. UnleH notified, we cannot be rnponalble for an Incorrect ad after It• tlrat lnaertlon. Deadline 2 p.m. pr..,loua day. t 5A 
For Sale ·� Announcr mt-nt !> .<} A nnouncr mt-nu � � nnouncrm.-nt'  �·· Announcrmrnt!. IC(:;:J A nnouncr mrna 
Powe r l i fters , Delta Chis: Hope Rush is TRACY NORGART: HAPPY PHI GAMMA NU means A l p h a  S i g m a  Alpha :  \ Call College Carp8nters for 
ft e r s , a n d  going well .  We had a great time 1 9th B·DAY! YOU'RE A · business When we say we · CONGRATULATIONS on your remodeling, painting,  or 
For MAXIMUM in your hot tub. Let's do it again GREAT L'IL SIS AND TRI· want you to be a part of our new pledge class. We are very repairs. ·Reasonable rates. Call 
take RCD's soon! Love, the Alpha Garns. SIGMA! B LACK R ASP· organization. There will be a · happy for you and hope you Bob Kelly or Tom Knight 345· 
tablet, AMINO 9/1 1 BERRIES ARE CALLING Rush Meeting Sept. 1 1  at 5:30 : have a terrific year! Love, the 473 1 . 
. $ 1 5.00 for There is absolutely positively YOUR NAME! LOVE ANNE. · in the Ute Science bldg. Rm Alpha Garns. ________ 9/1 9  
) 544-9307 . NO excuse why SENIORS 9/1 1 201 . 9/1 1 I Keep that summer tan. in  Charleston. shouldn't "EXPOSE" Them· TRI-SIGMA PLEDGES: YOU 9/1 1 TRl·SIGMAS only a few days �7 for $35. European 
___ _,9/ 1 2 selves to the 1 987 Warbler. GUYS ARE GREAT! KEEP UP Deanna Dry-You're doing a left until the beat date bash !Tan Spa 345·91 1 1 .  
Virago 750 V· Sign-up NOW! ! Union Lobby 9· THE GOOD WORK AND HAVE great job on pledging. Your Big ever! How 'bout a nice 9/1 2  
. 475 miles, · 4! This is your last chance F U N  W I T H  Y O U R  Sis' is thinklng about you. Delta Hawallan Punch?l l  i PHI GAMMA NU The No. 1 
760. Call 345· seniors to have protralts taken! SIGNATURES! LOVE, DEB· Zeta love, Stephanie. --,-....,...-----=---'9/1 1 1 Business Fraternity would like 
________9./ 1 9 BIE. ________ 9/1 1 SIGMA NU!  TRl·SIGS ! to lnvlte you to our Fall Formal 
--�--9/1 5  
pick up your 
at student 
L a u r e n  S c h u e t t e , ________ 9/1 1 Tri Sigma Pledges: Good · LOVED THE BOXERS AND ! Rush TODAY In the Life 
Congratulations on your Alpha Phi Pi pledge class: luck this semester-you are SHADES! I Science bldg. Rm 201 and to 
engagement of one of oor You're the greatest! Smile! GREATl l l  Love, Lauren. ________ 9. /1 1 . our Informal gathering tonite at 
Bordeaux Buddies! Love, The ________9./1 1  ________ 9. / 1 1 ALL PRE·BUSINESS . AND 9:00 at Jerry's Pub. 
Alpha Phis. Delta Zeta Pledges We are Mike Piieggi, How did we get BUSINESS MAJORS: Come 
________ 9/1 1 so proud of you all .  Keep up so lucky to have such a great and meet the brothers of the '  
Z's Hair Design offers you the good work and those guy to represent us. Thanks for no. 1 Chapter of Delta Sigma' 
25% off Sebastian products . smiles. Love, the actives. everything you have done for Pi. We are having our final ruah 
with a hair shaping. ________9/1 1 us. We love You, the Delta function TONIGHT in the 
________ 9/1 2 DAVE ROMANO: HAPPY Zetas. Arcola/Tuscola Room at 7:00. 
Mary Jo R. :  Regretably 22nd BELATED BIRTHDAY ! !  ________ 9. /1 1 Don't miss the opportunity to 
forgot your phone number. THE DEL TS. SOCIETY FOR THE AD· goin an edge on other 
Call Ken at 581 ·31 37 . ________ 9/1 1 V A N C E  M E N  T 0 F business students. 
________9/1 1 Underclass portraits for the M A N A G E M E N T  I N ·  ________ 9. /1 1 
Lambda Chis,  We are 1 987 Warbler start Sept. 2 2 ! !  FORMATIONAL ' M EETING Alpha Phi's: Wear your pins 
psyched to have a blast at the Sullivan & Shelbyville Rooms, FOR ALL INTER ESTED proud and have a great day! 
Country Club tonight. See you 3rd floor University Union. $4. STU D ENTS FROM ANY ________9/ 1 1 
all there. Love, your neighbors. ________9/1 9 MAJOR THURS. SEPT. 1 1 , Do you have a special talent 
________ 9/ 1 1 ALL PRE-BUSINESS AND 7 :00P.M.  EFFINGHAM ROOM you want known? Advertise it 
Attention Underclassmen : BUSINESS MAJORS: Delta IN THE UNION. in the classifieds! 
EXPOSE YOURSELF TO THE Sigma Pi formally invites you to -------c-9. / 1 1 
1 987 Warbler! Yearbook their final rush event TONIGHT Jeff Hughes,  Spencer 
portrait sign-ups start Sept. at 7 :00 in the Arcola/Tuscola Ruland, Joe Cardona, Thanks 
1 5! Don't cover up and hide! Room (3rd floor Union) .  For so much for everything. We 
-------� ·DO 
Advertise your unwanted 
items in The Daily Eastern 
News classified ads. ________9/1 2 more info call Rick 345-6746 couldn't ask for any better 
CLAUDIA DEXTER:  Thank · or Julie 348·0938. houseboys than you! Keep up -------�h-00. 
you for the sweet card, and ______ _ ....,..._9/ 1 1 the great cookin .  Love, the-
delicious cookies. You're the Wanted: Persons 'to sit for Delta Zeta Housegirls. 
sweetest SWEETH EART. portraits in drawing class, all ________911 1 
(Smile) LOVE, THE DELTS. ages welcome, Tues. & Thurs. CHINAMANS and BARNEYS 
________.9/1 1 2 : 00 · 4 : 3 0 .  If interested PAJAMA BEER BREAKFAST 
Delta Chis: Thanks so much contact Art Dept. 58 1 -34 1 0 . BASH . Saturday morning at 
for an awesome Twister party! ________9/1 2 8 :00. Set your alarms and 
Best of luck with Rush! Love, SPECIAL! 25 sweetheart come as you are. 
the Alpha Phis. roses for $ 1 0.95.  Assorted ________ 9/ 1 2 
________ 9/ 1 1 colors. Cash and carry . WHAT BETTER WAY TO 
Special Date? You supply the Noble's Flower Shop. 345· RELAX AFTER 1 8  HOLES OF 
date we'll supply 400 gals. of 7007.  GOLF THAN TO SIT IN A HOT 
soothing hot water, music, ________ 9/1 2 TUB WITH THE LADIES OF 
clean showers. Sept. special New Credit Card! No one DELTA ZETA. FIND OUT AT 
$1 O per hour per couple. refused. Visa/Mastercard . Call THE LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Sirius fitness 7 1 8  Jackosn. 1 ·6 1 9·565 · 1 5 2 2  ext.  C COUNTRY CLUB. 8:00p.m. 
345- 1 544.  1 441L 24 hrs. TONIGHT. 
________ 9/1 2 ________ 9/ 1 2  ________ 9/1 1 
C o l l e g e  R e p u b l i c a n s  
meeting tonight at 6 :30 i n  CH 
1 1 3. All Welcome! 
________ 9/ 1 1 
To all interested men : Come 
and enjoy a nice round of golf 
with the ladies of Delta Zeta at 
the Lambda Chi Alpha house 
tonight at 8:00p . m .  
________ 9/1 1 
PLAY GOLF, Enjoy Hors 
d'oeuvres, and later relax in 
our Hot Tub with the ladies of 
Delta Zeta . Tonight  at 
8 : 0 0p . m .  LAMBDA C H I  
ALPHA'S LAST RUSH PARTY. 
________9/1 1 
________ 9/1 1 
Good luck during your final 
days of Rush. We are behind 
you all the way. Love, the little 
sisters. 
________ 9/1 1 
JIM GARLAND: We are 
looking forward to seeing you 
around this semester as 
SIGMA MAN I !  Stop by the 
House anytime! 
________ 9/1 1 
Jane Junge you're a Great A· 
G Sis-Love your A·G Bro-Cliff. 
________ 9/ 1 1 
Att-Pool hustlers doubles 
8·ball tourney Sat. Sept. 1 3  
1 p . m .  ' Panther Loun g e .  
Register in advance o r  o n  Sat. 
Cash prizes for 1 st & 2nd. 
9/1 2 -c::C.,-la-s-:si7fie-d-=-- a..,dv_e_rt.,..,.is-e-ments 
·are a great way to show a 
friend you care. 
________ h-00 
' Puzzle Answers 
., 
s T A , .  -lllA l !l l C  W E 
E R ll  A • A IL l ll A S A •  I D  
T 0 0 L S I O I F I T I H  E T R A  D E 
A N  K L E•A I S I N  E R • N D R  
• • • A l ·- T A T --..-
11 I D  D L E D F N W H E R E  
I R E - L I R E I L O P E D  
C A F E I F L O A T I U S E O 
A N O D E • O S T E - O V A  
S I G N S O F T.H E T I M E S  
- A T T  A C 
A L 8 I E T A  P l�T H 1!!110 ll!!llS ll!!lllE 
B I R , � O F A A T H E R  
R E A  D A N T1A• H I E S 
A N ! T  IM l lt'. 1 .:. 1  - YIU K E  
Regency Apartments THINK AHEAD 
y /mage 
,, 'Renting NOW 2 nd S�1.n��ter 
' ' HOT RATES' '  
while they_last 
te bedroom from $ 1 55 
r rates 1 00 & up 
f the pe� 
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Offices at: 
.9 1 6 Woodlawn 
I IXJN'r 
f::£T ff. 
I Ml6Jlf \ 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
·Stretch your dolJars1 witt1 -
1The Daily Eastern Ne w-
. ·c laSSjfied ads ! 
CONGRATS to "CHIEF" 
LISA WADE 
on a FANTASTIC JOB with 
formal rush 1986! Love , 
The Panhellenic Council 
!��������������' !THG���B l 
.( Beauty and Tanning Salon 345-7530 PERM SPECIAL $24 & $29 reg. $32 
I HAIRCUTS $6.50 reg. $7.50 EYEBROW ARCH $4 reg. $5 MEN'S HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY $8.50 reg. $9.50 
f 
TANNING WITH ANY SERVICE $4 reg. $5 
1 205 3 rd St. 
1Yl blocks North of Lincoln 
Must have this ad for specials 
MAURICES cg��� 
SWEA TEAS! MALL Buy 1 get 2nd of 





CROSS COUNTY MALL 
MATTOON, I L  
Septem ber 1 1 ,  1 986 
Hop on the FREE bus 
located at the Union. 
Bus will feave every half 
hour beginning at 2 p. m. 
The last bus will return 
at 9 p. m. 
Register for a VCR to be given 
--a way to some lucky student. 
(Must have valid student ID to win) 
Sponsored By: 
THE CROSS COUNTY MA LL 
MERCHA NTS A SSOC/A TION 
,1fllfmte 611� E1U s 
.... __ ..... ______________________ __ 
I STU D E NT 
APP R E C I AT I O N  SALE ..... , ""!!/ / open -ttl 9:00 
NEON - dress slacks NOW 
Pleated, Cuffed-Reg. $ 3 2 . . . . . . . . . .  $5.99 
�HEROKEE - linen pants NOW 
Reg. $26  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5.99 
BRITTANIA - S pocketjeans NOW 
Cuiurs� gray & black-Reg. $26 . . . . . . . $5.99 
KENNINGTON - Knitted shirts NOW 
Short-sleeve-Reg. $ 1 8  . . . . . . . . . . .  · . $5.99 
BONHOMME- woven sport shirts NOW 
Short-sleeve-Reg. $ 2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5.99 .-
SATURDA VS - Short-sleeve Knit NO 
Terrycloth-Reg. $ 1 8  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5.9 
HEET - t-shirts NO 
1 00 %  Cotton-Reg. $ 1 2  . . . . . . . . . . .  $3.9 
FUSION NO 
Tank tops-Reg. $ 1 0  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3.9 
/ 
PLATYPUS NO 
Jams-Reg. $ 1 2. 99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3.9 
COWDEN NO 
Cotton shorts-Reg. $ 1 5  . . . . . . . . . . .  $5.9 
WEIC Remote wi l l  be in our store from 6-8 p.m.  TONITE with 
FREE g iveaways-cassettes, Ral ph Lau ren Polo colog ne & much more! 
.Cub�_win-4-sfraiQflt; 
steer-away from cellar 
CHICAGO (AP)-The Chicago · 
Cubs have been out of the running for 
a division title for a while, but Gary 
. Matthews says staying out the cellar 
provides incentive. 
"We don't  want to take last place, "  
said Matthews, after hitting two 
homers Wednesday in Chicago' s  8-7 
victory over the Philadelphia Phillies . 
"We need all the victories we can 
get ," he said . 
Keith Moreland and Bobby Dernier 
hit solo shots , and reliever Lee Smith 
surv i-vecJ.. a bases-loaded situation in the 
ninth to earn his 27th save as the Cubs 
set a season high with their fourth 
consecutive victory . 
"It  was big having Sarge come back 
with two homers , "  said Manager Gene 
Michael of Matthews,  who had not 
started since last Saturday. 
"Moreland's  hot, (Leon) Durham's 
hot.  A lot of guys are swinging the bat 
well . "  
Mike Schm idt h i t  two homers, 
rai sing his league-leading total to 34 
and career total to 492, one behind Lou 
Gt:hrig for 1 4th on the all-time lis t .  
" It ' s tough for me to tell you how 
hrilled I am in the wake of losses , "  
hmidt said .  
While Schmidt said he thought that 
ernier' s homer and one of Matthews' 
ay have been helped by the wind, he 
id . " Both my balls were good 
ough to go out anywhere . "  
"There i s  never a pressure-off 
uation for me, . .  Smith said . " I 've 
rt of gotten used to it . "  • 
Thurs. Sept. 1 1  
� PAN'rBEB 
L OUNGE - �  
tQLD STYLE NITE 
1 2  oz. Bottles 
ONLY 75¢ 
SIGNS $3.00 
LL DAY ALL NIGHT 
f� (l)ne�rn 
3 Drafts $1 






PRINTING & COPY SERVICE 
• Thesis Typing 
• Table Tents 
• Raffle Tickets 
• Programs 
1 Hour Service 
Gary's Photo 
Service 
1 309 Reynolds Dr. I 
harleston , I L-345-6898 
(Behind Wrangler) 
DAN REIBLE I Photo coordinator 
Let us at  'im 
Eastern l inebackers Mike Briscoe (45)  and Bi l l  
Cochrane (59) apply pressure to Northeast Missouri 
quarterback Matt Heidmann ( 1 6) in the Panthers' 4 1 -3 1 
victory last Saturday . The team travels to Northern 
Michigan Saturday and hopes to have injured running 
back DuWayne Pitts healthy for next week's home stand 
: against Southern I l l inois. 
Riunlte 
Wine 
7 50 ML 
�� 2/5 PLUl820 
m .. Seagrams ,. 7 Crown 
· . • ' 750 ML 
OSCO 79 SALE 




6/1 2 oz. N . R .  's 
��� 2�! .. 34 
Bacardi 
Rum 
1 . 7 5  L 
1 249 PLU 1110 . 
Tangueray 
Gin 
7 50 ML 
\Prices effective 
thru 9·1 3·86 
Andre' �' Champagnes 
750 ML 




4/1 2 oz. N . R . 's 






��o 5· 99 PRICE PLU 1114 
Meister Brau . ·���� 
Beer 
1 2/1 2 oz. cans 
�� 31!1780 
· PLU 112t 
J l . Tab�8��n�s ill�- � OSCO 1 . 7 5  M� . !-. . · · · · ���E 2/5 









;PRICE . PLU 1t1e 




-THIS IS IT , SEN IORS · 
YOUR LAST 
SHOT .TO 
l�XI,ftSI� YfttJilSl�I .. I 
�\ 
.... 
� ( •· 
·- .... 
); , . { ' t I · , � � •1 '1· "'· 
SIGN UP FOR SENIOR 
PORTRAITS IN THE 
UNION LOBB Y 
FROM 9-4 PM DAIL Y 
SENIOR .SHOOTINGS HAVE · 
BEGUN IN  THE SHELBYVILLE '­
& SULLIVAN ROOMS 
(3rd Floor of UNION) 
--
$ 5 SITTIN,G FEE DU RING PORTRAITS 
lil DAYS U nti l U ndergrad uate Sig n Ups 
,� 
Eastern N ews T�ursday, September 1 1 , 1 986 1 9A 
itts may be ready for next week's SIU game 
tern running back Du Wayne 
may not be out of action as long 
· 'nally expected following an 
to his left foot and ankle in 
y's home opener. 
ough it was originally thought 
Pitts would miss two to three 
with the ailment, Panther coach · 
Ide said Wednesday that Pitts 
possibly return to action for next 
s home matchup with Southern 
Wayne has made really good 
in his rehabilitation, , ,  Molde 
'If he continues to make progress 
rate, he could be available for 
them Illinois game. ' '  
news obviously i s  readily 
d by the Panthers . Prior to 
forced from last Saturday's 
Pitts had rushed for 1 58 yards 
carries including a 73-yard run 
'mmage. 
��\l\\\\\'s\\\\ll"\'·!'' : proved to be a major disappointment, heads the.conference in scoring offense having to settle for a tie with Manakto· (30.S 'Per game), passing offense (290) 
F b I I  b kl State 16-16.  - and total offense (412).  oot 8 note 00 ·In the only Gateway Conference However, Eastem's defense ranks Dan Verdun ,game, Southwest Missouri erased a 16- - . last in pass defense (288 yards per 
Pitts; last season's Panther Most - 10 deficit to upset Illinois State 17-16 in . game) and total defense (403.5). . ' !Normal. ' - · Individually, Eastern quarterback Valuable Player, was named the -The lone ·Gateway - matchup this Sean Payton spearheads the conference Gateway Conference Offensive Player iweek ,!Will" pit Southwest Missouri at · passing leaders with 580 yards and four of the Week for his accomplishments . · : Indiana State. touchdowns. However, Payton also Around the Gateway While Pitts logged offensive honors, . J leads the Gateway in -lowest completion 
Three of four Gateway teams posted ISU tackle John Kropke was �abbed as : percentage (37.2) and interceptions (6) . 
non-conference victories in last Gateway Defensive - Player of lhe · Running back DuWayne Pitts leads 
weekend's action. Week. That marked the second straight '. the league in rushing with 1 83 yards on 
While Eastern downed Northeast week an Eastern offensive player and · 32 carries. Wide out Roy Banks and 
Missouri 4 1 -3 1  in its home opener, an ISU defensive player have won the ' slotback · Calvin Pierce lead in pass 
Southern Illinois-the Panthers' Sept .  awards . , receptions with nine each . Banks' three 
20 opponent-toppled Austin Peay 24- Ups and. downs : touchdowns also top the Gateway list . 1 7 .  I Defensive back Rod Reynolds i s  tied 
Indiana State, the Gateway's  newest Eastern leads the Gateway in three \ for the conference leadership in in-
member, throttled St. Cloud State 27_ team offensive categories, but is last in 1
. t f 'th ·s h two team defensive rankings. - ercep ions WI two. out west 18 to even its overall record at 1 - 1 .  i Missouri's  John Thomas and Southern 
Conference favorite Northern Iowa The Panthers' pass-oriented attack ' Illinois' Willie Davis also have two . 
is tourney first test for golfers · � -L Triathlon�trom P1!$•�o� 
's men's golf team opens its season 
y as the Panthers travel to the Lewis 
'ty Invitational at Cog Hill Golf . .  Country 
Lemont. . · 
teams are expected to participate in the 
ent including Wright State, Western Illinois 
raiso University. 
-year coach Paul Lueken expects the in­
to be one of the tougtiest of the season. 
important that we're playing on this course, " 
said, "because we'll be playing our con-
urnament on the same course. "  
is expected to "be tough on their own 
' Lucken said . 
course is in the best shape of the year, " said 
eek, assistant manager of Cog Hill. "We 
a dry spell. The co1,1rse is a dry but the 
ve been watered every night, so they're 
moist. It's going to play tough."  
Six players will be  going on  the road trip, Lucken 
said . They are: senior co-captains Todd Lindsey and 
Clay Snyder, graduate student Mitch Myers, senior 
Dan Marshall and sophomore Todd Bittle, and a 
sixth player to be announced. 
Lucken hopes the road trip will give him and the 
team some idea of where they stand .  
"This course (Cog Hill) will be  one of  the toughest 
we' ll play all season," Lueken said . "We'll definitely 
see where we stand ."  
" Most of the schools we'll play a t  Lewis are a t  our 
same level, "  Lueken said . "Anything can happen. 
I 'm looking forward to seeing where we stand in 
terms of everyone else. "  
O n  Friday the team will go on to the St. Joseph's  
Invitational at  St. Joesph's College in  Rensselaer, 
lnd .  where they' ll play as many as nine other teams 
including Valparaiso, College of St. Francis and 
Wright State, Lueken said . 
in the bike and run, but it's still r�Olc�. 
we're talking (about) the top men and women : · _ ­
professionals . The professionals train more than:·J,9 
hours a week. , ,  - . .,;, 
. The Eastern senior, who trains only seven houi,s 
per week, started competing in triathlons because-·ot 
her interest in physi�l fitness. "I 'm a P.E. maj� 
and I 'm concerned with fitness. I love to run (she ran · 
track at St. Anthony High School in Effingham) and 
I got into swimming when I got into college and I 
bought a bike. I had always read about triathlons and 
wanted to do one. It's a nice variety (of events). , ,  
Rexroat, who will swim l . S K  (.9 miles), cycle 40K 
(24.8  miles) and then run lOK (6.2 miles) , is looking 
to Hilton Head as a learning experience for the 
future.  
"The biggest triathlon I was in was 10  to SO 
people, "  she said . "This -will be close to 3 ,000 
people. I just want to have fun. I know realistically I 
won't  be able to compete with most people." ·� 
• 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to the wonderful 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
Pledge Class of 1 986 
Leslie Amadio 
Lori Anderson 
Jacq uline Belline 
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· Lisa Glendenning Sandra Mingotti 
Mary Margaret Greer Mary Beth Murphy 
Dawn Heilmann Laura Nelson 
Linda Henderson Gail Palmisano 
Julie Irv in Kathleen Parkhouse 
Angela John Amy Reynolds 
Mary Karnich Nancy Rublee 
Molly Kasher Lee Sammons 
Mary Krause Michele Simoncelli 
Lynne Kuster Karen Speer 
Tracy Landes Kathleen Wayland 
Cathrine Lee Lisa Wood 
Margaret-McKeown Pam Wood 
Mary Miners 
Love1,Your Alpha Gam Sisters 
"' .. :...- · _,  ......... . �;"�� .... -- ' *'�.·�"'-· ' •  
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Thursday' s  
SR.eEr!� 
P�nn State spic�s up spi ker's d ifficu lt sla 
P_anthers looking for mome.otum: 
By JOHN STROUD facing Eastern in the next fi� days, Associate sports �ltor one thing Ralston is concerned with is 
Eastern's volleybalLteam faces yet 1 "making sure . they're staying up 
another tough challenge �n- the form· of · mentally. "  A 1 2-day break from 
a nationally recognized teani when the . competition follows next Monday's 
Pant . . . host Penn State at 8 p.m. · home niatch against Toledo. 
Thurf4a.y in Lantz Gym. · "The weekend (DePaul Invitational) 
Af ·· ;achieying their goal of taking ' will be· tough," Ralston said . To do 
cne . ··�- · · ,s_;l.
Oth-ranked Illinois well in that tournament "wo\lld be 
Tuesd y, . �,__ ,: R.�nthers may be another good indication for us . "  
lookin ' " ttle,bit more when the Hut · the business at hand for the ' '* <r .. : . ,._ · Nittan . o ln,e�t�l' town, at least moment is to stay in the match with 
more iJ\ . J:· u ·'.'()f Di()�el1fuIJ1 as .the Penn State . 
team PJ'�l'.·"for·: this weekend's "We want to improve the blocking 
DePaul lpVi�<>'ttal> ., · . some more," Ralston said, adding an Eastern <g�h· Betty Ralston is encouraging statistic in Tuesday's 
looking fon W1:even ·more intense team match .was the Panthers out-blocking 
i� P�nn S� .than in .  Il��is. 1:he Illinois , 1 3- 10. . 
Fightmg Illillii,�r!ed a b)t sluggish_ "There were still too many spikes 
in _their win,�ve� �:::Panttlefs, Ralston that went untouched," Ralston Sa�d . 
said . . . 1r�·i•lt. · _ . "We need to work on getting our 
Penn .Statetenters Thursda)l's contest hands on the ball every time. I ,9o'n't 
4-0 and recei¥'e<fhonorable i;ention in think that's an impossibility. "  ·, 
this week's coaches'. Top 20 �oil. They Ralston also - noted good serve 
finished the '$!season ranked 20th and rece1vmg on Eastern's part in 
Volleyll<lll Monthly ranked them 1 8th Tuesday's match. 
in thayear' s  pre-�eason poll . "Our passes were pretty good," she 
'-'We're sure they've got some top said . "We will probably have our 
players , " Ralston said of Penn State . middle hitters more ready (against · 
"But i t 's  going- to be hard simply Penn State) . We want to have all three 
because we know absolutely nothing hitters ready. "  . 
about ·them."  Sophomore Gianna Galanti 
\ 1 
PAUL KLATI I 
The 1 3  players from a 20-player currently leads the team in kills with 
roster Penn State will likely bring 74. Junior Diane Eiserman has 70 kills 
include 1 985 Honorable Mention All- while senior Maura LeFevour, who 
American setter Ellen Hensler . A 6-.2 received Gateway Conference Player­
freshman from Puerto Rico, Bessie of-the-Week honors last week , has 69 
Ramirez, who can reach 10-3 on her kills for Eastern . 
verticle jump, also spices up the Lions' Junior Jeanne Pacione leads in 
lineup. assists with 1 53 while freshman. Donna 
At this point, with six matches Sicher has 14 1 . 
Panther spiker Jeanne Pacione hits one between Fighting I l l in i  
Anderson ( 1 6) and Paula Douglass i n  Eastern 's loss tQ th� 1 0th· 
Tuesday at Lantz Gym. Eastern hosts another national power, P 
Thursday at 8 p . m .  at Lantz before heading to a tournament at 
weekend . 
Triple threat 
.. _ Triathlon prep fi l ls student 's time 
By JOHN PLETZ 
Staff Writer 
Hilton Head Island, S .  C. , the popular tourist . 
attraction known more for its tennis tour­
naments than triathlons,  is also a frequent host 
to many Americans looking for a late su.mmer 
vacation . 
But for Eastern physical education major 
Nancy Rexroat- of Effingham, Hilton Head will 
be anything but a relaxing five-day holiday when 
she travels to the Atlantic seaboard resort 
community later this month . 
Rexr.o.at will be competing in the Sept .  27 Bud 
Light United States Triathlon Series National 
Championsqip. 
The Eastern senior qualified for the cham­
pionship meet after taking seventh place in the 
fi r s t -ever National Collegiate Triathlon 
Championship held at the University of Illinois 
last Apri l .  The top- 1 0  finishers in each of ,the 
men's  and women's  divisions qualified for the 
H ilton Head showdown. 
" In April ;  I went to the first-ever National 
Collegiate Triathlon Championship, and there 
were two other . people from Eastern that 
competed (Scott Wilson and her fiancee, John 
Alexander)/" :Rexroat said . "We were part of an 
exhibition team. Neither of them qualified, but 
Scott (Wilson) did really well-he only missed 
qualifying by a few people. ' '  
· 
Although �exroat didn ' t  miss anytrying at the 
collegiafe . championships ,  she did miss out on 
valuable trainin · time this summer. 
While her su er job working full-time as a 
Gridder up \ at� 
' 
pool director at Lockhaven Country Club in 
Alton gave her plenty of time to train for the 
swimming portion of the triathlon,  her training 
time for the running and cycling segments was 
reduced . 
She 's  not discouraged though . Rexroat has 
been able to train a lot harder since coming back 
to Eastern this fall ,  despite working part time as 
a waitress and carrying a 1 5-semester hour class 
load . 
"That ' s  the problem I had this summer 
because I worked full time this summer, but 
during the school year it isn 't  too bad ,"  Rexroat 
explained . " I  wish I could put in more time . I get 
in a run and a swim or a bike and a swim every 
. day. 
"When I run ,  I run between four and six 
miles . I don' t  get in a lot of distance when I run ,  
but i t ' s  enough for what (distance) I ' m  com­
peting at. It  (6 .2 miles) is the longest distance I ' ve 
ever run at . I have to run between classes . "  
She admitted that cycling was the hardest part 
of the triathlon to train for,  adding that it is very 
time-consuming to cycle her training distance of 
20-30 miles .. She does, however, manage to go 
through her swimming regimen of 2 ,000 yards 
every day . 
Rexroat said that male and female per­
formances are not as vastly different in triathlon 
as they are in most conventional sports . 
"Especially they're close in the swim because 
women have more body fat and they're more 
buoyant . The men have an edge over the women 
(See TRIATHLON, page 1 9) 
On the l inks 
Ditka, R·yan deny f 
in  media-hyped ga 
CHICAGO (AP)-Feud? What feud? 
Buddy Ryan and Mike Ditka say Sun 
coming battle between the Philadelphia 
the Chicago Bears in Soldier Field is just 
football game. 
The game has been hyped as a gridiro 
match since Ryan left the Bears shortly 
Super Bowl triumph to take over as head 
Philadelphia. 
At the time, Ditka said he was glad to 
Ryan , and criticized him for taking more c 
he was due as the Bears' defensive coordinat 
Ryan countered , " I 'd sure like to have 
Ryan on my staff. " 
On Wednesday, however, he dismissed t 
of hard feelings . 
" I  never thought there was a feud .  Y 
always had that feud thing going , ' '  Ryan s · 
a telephone news conference with re 
Chicago. 
Asked about the pressure of going a 
Bears , Ryan laughed and said , " It 's  killing 
Ha! Ha! It 's  like eating candy. " 
Ditka never mentioned Ryan by name at 
conference earlier in the week , although th 
came up. 
"Rivalry? What rivalry? " he said . "We' 
go 2-0. I 'm sure the game means more 
because they're 0- 1 . " 
The Eagles lost their opener at Washingt 
spoiling Ryan's debut as a head coach. 
Ditka told reporters , "You shouldn't 
personal feelings , get mixed up in the 
Football League," and bristled at questions 
relationship with Ryan. 
Eastern running back t>uWayne Pitts' rehabi litation is progressing faster 
than expected and the junior may be back for next week's home stand 
The Panther golf team prepares to open the season at the Lewis Univ 
Invitational Thursday and then travel to St. Joseph's in Indiana on Fri 
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Gridder SUcceSS hinges on COnSiStenfattack 
- . . - , .. 
FOOTBALL 
By DAN VERDUN 
Sports editor 
Consistency is the key in determining the success of 
the 1 986 Eastern football team. 
' 
. · The Panthers are not only seeking their ninth 
straight winning- season ,  but also have high hopes of 
winning the Gateway Conference title and thus 
returning to the I-AA playoffs via the automatic bid .  
" ' We certainly need some consistency in our game 
this year, "  fourth-year coach Al Molde said . I 
Consequently ,  the Panthers need to get strong I 
performances from both the offensive and defensive \ 
units  week-in and week-out . I 
Inconsis tency has plagued the Panthers for the · 
past two seasons ,  resulting in consecutive 6-5 i 
records.  • 1 
" ( Last year,)  we were up and down all the time, " ' 
offensive lineman Chris Geile said . "We got too 
confident with ourselves . This year we have to keep 
our minds on football through the whole season. "  
Consistency wasn't evident i n  Eastern's Aug. 30 
season opener at Illinois State . While the Panther 
defense rose to the occasion, Eastern's offense 
struggled inefficiently. 
The result was a 23�20 defeat at the hands of the 
Redbirds-not exactly the perfect way to open the 
conference season .  
" Basically, offensively w e  played a very, very poor 
football game , "  Molde said of the loss . "On the 
other hand, we played a very courageous defensive 
game . "  
The Panthers bounced back i n  their home opener,  
outscoring Northeast Missouri 4 1 -3 1 .  
Ign i t ing t h e  Panther attack again this  season is 
record-se t t ing quarterback Sean Payton,  who has 
gained All-American status for the past two seasons . 
I ronically despi te Payton ' s  record-setting per­
formances over those two years,  the Panthe_rs have 
yet to qualify for the playoffs under his reign.  
"I  don't feel any pressure in that sense , "  Payton 
said . " The team senses that two years of 6-5 is 
enough . If we stay healthy you' re going to be looking 
at a playoff team-guaranteed . ' '  
Payton has plenty of targets to throw t o  once again 
this season. The Panthers return three receivers who 
caught at least 50 passes last year .  
Wide out Roy Banks is  Eastern ' s  deep threat . 
Banks demonstrated his  s k i l ls by hau l i ng i n  a pair of 
t ouchdown bombs agai n s t  I SU t o  earn Gateway 
Offensive Plaver of t h� Weck honoh . 
Slot back C� l v i n  P i e r--.:e prov ides Payton a durable 
receiver  O h' t  t he middle .  In add i t i o n ,  Pierce 
po�.,e�ses punish ing. running <,k i l l s  once he has caught 
t h e pas '. .  
· . l n n ior  ru n n i n g. bac l.. Du Wayne P i t t s  g ives t he 
Pan t hers bot h a brea k a way ru n n i ng threat and a 
" 
. .  
Eastern running back OuWayne Pitts fights to 
keep his balance during the Panthers' season 
opener at O'Brien Stadium . Although expected to 
devasting receiver out  of the back field . H owever, 
Pitts is expected to miss at  least two weeks with an 
inj ury.  
Anchoring the Panther defense is  veteran strong 
safety Bob Bronaugh .  At 5- 10, 1 95 pounds, 
Bronaugh i s  a hard�hitting force to be reckoned w i t h  
i ri  the secondary . 
" Bobby Bronaugh had some very i m pressive h i t s  
(against  I SU) , "  Eastern defensive coord i nator Larry 
Edlund sai d .  
Sophomore tack le J o h n  J u rkovic  i s  the  Panthers'  
main roadblock i n  t he defensive l ine. The 6-2 , 240-
pounder has the poten t ial to blossom into one of the 
miss at least two weeks with an injury , · 
of the keys to Eastern's success this se 
conference' s  best l i neman t h i �  season .  
H owever, there is concern when i t  c 
Panther dept h at l i nebacker.  
" We ' re t h inner t han we'd l i k e  to  be a 
(at  inside l i nebacker) , "  M olde sa i d .  
"Our defense i s  young a n d  ta lent 
proven , "  M olde said prior to t h e  
Eastern ' s  performance agai nst  I S U  may 
more t han j u st  ease a few m i n d s .  
" I  t houg h t  we kept  our po i se even  t h  
weren ' t  bouncing our  w a y  for awh.i le ( aga' 
Edlund said . 
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
Sept. 1 3  
Sept . 20 
Sept . 27  
Oct . 4 
Oct . 1 1  
Oct . 1 8  
Oct 2 5  
Nov . 1 
Nov . 8 
Nov . 1 5  
NAME 
Gordon Acton 
M» � A ltekruse 
E «C Ar nold 
F: · Banks 
B .  Benning 
M"� t  ae1 Bolian 
Ste e Bonnes 
ue')rge Boykin 
M1c r,ael R• 1scoe 
P : Bronaugh 
Ray Brown 
Butch Brzeski 
Richard 81 : nen 
W1ll.e Ca1n 
1 ·· " n  Candler 
u,tford c�rmon 
; 1' (: d r • ull 
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NORTHERN IOWA ( Homecoming) 
Western I l l inois 
Southwest M issouri 
WINONA STATE (Parent's Weekend)  
Indiana State 
WESTERN KENTUCKY 
1 2 :00 p . m .  
6 : 30 p . m .  
6 : 30 p . m .  
1 :30 p . m .  
1 : 30 p . m .  
2 : 00 p . m .  
1 : 30 p . m .  
1 2 : 30 p . m .  
1 : 3 0  p . m .  
HOME GAMES IN CAPITAL LETTERS 
FOOTBALL ROSTER 
POS YA Gregory Heggs WR FR Mark Petersen OG J R 
PK JR Daryl Holcombe DB FR Calvin Pierce SB SR 
DB so Eugene Humphrey DB FR Scott Pilkerton OT SR 
QB FA Kevin Hunter DB JR OuWayne Pitts RB J R  
WR SR Paslde Jackson DB JR Dan Polewski ILE! SR 
OG SR Maurice Johnson OT FR Dave Popp OT so 
OT FA Scott Johnson FS so Rod Reynolds DB FR 
OT SR Glenn Jones ILB JR . Greg Rhea CB SA 
OLB FR John Jurkovic OT. SO Reggie Richardson OT FR 
OLB JR Richard Labiak DB FR Jeff Rolson OT so 
SS SR Uasi lafo'ou Latu RB J R  John Schmitt DB so 
OLB FR Dave Lewandowski DE JR Mike Scroggins TE FR 
oc JR Terry Lewandowski WA JR Chris Severson OT SR 
DB FA Chris Loyet OT FR Darius Shavers DB SR 
WR SR Mike Macek WR so Rodney Smoots WR FR 
WR FR · James Marable RB so Ben Stevenson RB so 
AB JR Shon McCray TE JR Dimitri Stewart oiB FR 
QB J R  Richard McWhorter DL so Ralph Steward WR FR 
ILB JR Stan M i lan ILB FR David Singler DB so 
OT FR Jeff Mills LB so Aaron Thomas NG JR 
ILB so Mike Milosovic WR so Steve Tillotson p JF 
QB FR Jim Miteff OG JR John Valenta OT SC 
OT SR Tom Mulchrone OLB FR John Vanderstaay DB JR 
WR SR Pat Munda TE FR Charl ie Vinson SB ..,SF 
WR SR Matt Murphy OG FR Mike Watson OL FR 
PK FR Mel Nevels ILB FR Burgess Watts B FR 
WR JR Sean O'Brien c so David Whitehead FS JR 
TE FR Jeff Oetting OLB FR M ike Williams CB FA CL FR Marcus O'Nea1 WA FR Paul Wili: � ·  O: R -'� 
DL JR Carl Parker NG JR Robert Wilson ILB JR 
TE JR Altha Patton . .  · "  p� FR David Young . �e . Ffl. AB FR Sean Payton· aa SR Rick Zieman Vi �A 
')T �.,, -� .  , .. 
DELTA CHI 
IS BEHIND THE 
PANTHERS 
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ers sport 6 n·ew faces; 
ly challenge tests team. 
ccess of Eastern volleyball ' s  
ign rides on how the young 
dies a challenging schedule 
the Gateway Conference 
d what they learn early on. 
experience is the key this 
fourth-year coach Betty 
standpoint . That is the main 
e scheduled three Top 20 
m the 1 985 season for the 
weeks of the Panther 
teams included California 
se San Diego Sta1-e .  ranked 
a pre-season· poll as well as 
ed Illinois and Penn State, 
ble mention vote getter . 
orous schedule is all part of 
master plan to give a Panther 
six new faces on the court 
pet i tion early _ in hopes they 
t ter prepared for the con­
son; the bread and butter of 
ba ll season . 
, the most impor t a n t  part of 
n is the  Gateway Co n ference . 
to mak e i t  t o the  fi nal  f1 1 u r  oJ 
rence , " Rals r on said . "These 
a rches w i l l  g ive  u s  t he ex­
to do 1 ha t . " 
has said t ha t  j u s t  t o  t a k e  one 
a Top 20 team is a goal  a n d  
pl ishmen t for  t he Panthers .  
me,  that  m i g h t  n o t  b e  much 
I ,  bu t  i t  would real ly  hel p .  
l a k e  o n e  (game) ,  o u r  next 
take another . '  . .  
as t he con ference i s  con­
e Pan t hers have a t ough task 
to before reac h i ng. t h e  fi nal  
VOLLEYBALL 
four .  Southern Illinois and I llinois 
State are expected to be the teams to 
beat, not to mention final-four host 
Northern Iowa which will be looking 
for a final-four· position as well .  
Illinois State also received honorable 
mention votes in the pre-season 
national coaches' poll . 
Eastern is powered by veteran 
seniors Maura LeFevour an.d Pandora 
Nelis , juniors Diane Eiserman and 
Jeanne Pacione and sophomores 
Gianna Galanti and Gina Knoke. 
All return from last year' s 1 6- 1 7  
Panthers (3-6 and seventh i.n the 
Gateway) . 
Ralston expects six new players to be 
instrumental in the success of the team 
this year, namely George Washington 
University transfer Laura Bruce. The 
sophomore outside hitter was with the 
Panthers last year but was ineligible to 
compete . 
Five rook ies jo in  Eastern th is 
seas o n ,  i nc lud ing  fresh men Beth 
Bren nan , Ann R uef, Sue Schamberger 
and Donna Sicher.  Sophomore Pat t i  
Fr igo,  an Eastern t rack h igh jumper 
who was recru i t ed by Ra l s t o n a yea r 
a g o  b u t  d id  not  play,  joined the  
Pan t hers late a n d  i s  expec ted to  a d d  
s o m e  j u mping a b i l i t y  t o  t h e  team . • 
"The  key t h is  season wi l l  be that  al l  
12  1 1 1 �·mbers of the squad be team­
orien l cd and make personal sacrifices 
for t he t eam , "  Ralston sai d .  " I f  tha t 
happens ,  th i s  group of indiv iduals w i l l  
have  an i m mense amount  of success . "  
VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE 
N .  I l l i nois I nvitational 
wins , 3 losses) 
r 
-San Diego State 
University of San Diego Classic 
hird-p lace f i n ish) 
LINOIS 
ENN STATE 
DePaul I nvitationa l 






AINT LOU I S  
LINOIS-C H I C AGO 
Southern I l l i nois Classic 
SU ,  Utah . S. I l l ino is ,  Eastern )  
! But ler 
Bradley * 
Western I l l inois * 
St. Francis ( I L) 
AKE * 
CATHERN IOWA * 
Indiana State * 
I l l inois State * 
ALPARAISO 
UTHERN ILLINOIS*  
lCHITA STATE * 
UTHWEST MISSOURI * 
Gateway Championships 
TBA 
9 : 30 p . m .  
TBA 
7 : 00 p . m .  
7 : 00  p . m .  
TBA 
7 : 00 p . m .  
7 : 00 p . m .  
4 : 0 0 p . m .  
7 : 00 p . m .  
7 : 00  p . m .  
7 : 00 p . m .  
TBA 
7 : 00  p . m .  
7 : 00 p . m .  
4 :0 0 p . m .  
7 :00 p . m .  
7 :0 0  p . m .  
2 :0 0 p . m .  
7 :00 p . m .  
7 :00p .m .  
1 :00 p . m .  
7 :00 p . m .  
7 :00 p . m .  
7 :00' p . m .  
TBA 
- - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - - -�, 
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i fall Sport Gulde 3 B 
Jeanne Pacione ,  left , goes up for a b lock whi le senior Maura LeFevour assists 
in a match last season at Lantz Gym. Both return as veteran starters from last 
year's 1 6- 1  7 team as several new players add to the Panther team this season . 
VOLLEYBALL ROSTER 
Donna Sicher s FR Gianna Galanti MH so 
Sue Schamberger OH FR Ann Ruef M H  FR 
Maura LeFevour fl.1H SR Jeanne Pacione S/OH JR 
Diane Eiserman OH JR Gina Knoke OH so 
Pandora Nel is DS SR Laura Bruce · OH so 
Beth Brennan l\f.H FR 
Sports editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dan Verdun 
Assoc . sports editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  John Stroud 
Photo editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Paul Klatt 
Copy desk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Tim Lee, Harrell Kerkhoff 
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Shoesmust be filled 1 
for hooters to repeat 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
· After winning the conference title 
last season and finishing with an 1 1 -5 - 1  
rec.ord, AMCU-8 Coach of the Year 
SOCCER · 
'Cizo Mosni,1 said it will be tough to Barclay, Armando Luna, Dan Far­
repeat this year.  nham, Dan Bruns,  Filomeno Megero , 
His  task grows even more difficult Mark Gittleson and Dave Kompare 
after losing AMCU-8 Player of the will get an opportunity to ' contribute 
Year Neil Swindells to the Canadian this year, Mosnia said . 
National Team and all-conference Yeterans .like senior Kevin Vaughn 
player Rick Lansing to graduation . and Greg · Oidtman should provide 
Mosnia also lost a savvied com- added leadership , while j uniors Roger 
pet i tor  in Paul Kelly to commencement Gusloff, Mark Simpson and John 
and all-con ference senior Ossie Glendinning should improve · to top 
M oli nari preferred his native Canadian form, and junior John Krohe is the 
5..:h ool over Eas t ern.  . new kid on the block,  Mosnia said . 
Despite the pi tfalls , Mosnia and the " It ' ll be tough (to repeat last year's  
Pant hers - have landed on their  feet for success) , "  Mosnia admitted . " We 
t h e  1986 seasov and the goals are still · brought in nine new players this· year 
t h e  same . · and seven are freshmen .  
" Our goals is t o  make i t  t o  the " As far as team play, we' re working 
l\i CAA nat ional tournament.  I don ' t  more on defense and we' re working 
want to put much pressure on the guys , more on ball cQntrol , "  he added . 
but  this is one goal we have to shoo.I Eastern has already made a move 
for. " toward that goal by winning its first 
And the Panthers are striving i n  the regular season contest 2- 1 at Cin­
rig h t  direct ion,  with a good leader in c innati . The Panthers followed that 
1:a pta in  M a t t  Gamache, a good crop o f  w i t h  a 1 -0 victory a t  Xavier.  
n:t u rn i ng sophomores and another Con tributing goals were freshman 
grou p of s t andout fresh men jo in ing the Laid law and sophomore Curt . Elchu k .  
ra n k s .  Elchuk headbutted the game-winner 
" I t  appea rs we have more depth this  · late i n  ' the second half with the score 
year , " Mosnia said , " probably five of t ied 1- 1 .  
t he fresh men wuld fi t i n  ( the  Panther · Laid law scored the lone goal against  
system) . "  Xavier while S impson played sparkl ing 
Freshmen Garry Laidlaw, Mike i n  goal . 
SOCCER SCHEDU LE 
September 
2 W-at Cincinnati 
6 W-at Xavier 
1 3 at Wisconsin-Green Bay • 
2 l QUINCY COLLEGE 
2 5  MacMURRAY 
28 I LLINOIS STATE 
October 
4 at Governor's Cup 
1 2 at Cleveland State • 
1 t> SOUTHERN I N DI A N A  
1 8. ST L OI J I S  
2 2  d i  E. v ansv1 l le 
;.: 5 at l l l ino1s,Chic;:ign * 
2 L at NorthwE:sh.' !  ,-, 
S M U  
November 
WISCONSI N  
1 1 Western I l l i nois · 
• ;, M C U - 8  Contmef1ce matche�. 
SOCCER R OSTER 
2- 1 
1 -0 
2 p . m .  
3 p . m .  
3 p . m .  
2 p . m .  
TBA 
1 p . m .  
3 p . m .  
2 p . m .  
7 p . m .  
1 p . m .  
2 p . m .  
2 p . m .  
1 2  p . m .  
TBA 











.� . r. V aug han SR FB · John Glendinning 
18 r  Gusloff  SR FB John Krohe 
' .  �/ ; ' l r  so FB Dan Bruns 
; ' v  : ..-: �  so FB Filomeno Megero 
so MF Mark Gittelson 
'\ i• ' .  SR M F  Da11e Kompare 
. ) .J t p , ,, , . sR M F  Garry Laidlaw 
: t � 2 f l  F R  F B  Mark Barclay 
so FW Jeff M uhr 
l d i  t hln so FB Chris Kohls 




wish · the Panthers 
the best of luck! 
DAN MOUNT I Assis 
Team captain Matt Gamache dribbles the ball upcourt in a rec 
Gamache is one of the few veteran p layers coach Cizo Mosnia has 
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PANTHERS 
Thursday, September 1 1 , 1 986 fall Sport Gulde �58 
nksters looking to get off '85 rollercoaster 
GOLF 
tern ' s  golf team expects to rely 
ey veteran players and some ex­
nced newcomers for the 1 986 
n. 
e team is out to improve on what 
only be described as a rollercoaster 
season . 
aul Lueken , entering his second 
as coach , said that he hopes the 
season goes as well as fall tryouts . 
· · "We had a great four days of 
t!'youts , "  Lueken said . "I  am looking 
forward to another good year for us . "  
Lueken and the team will b e  relying 
on the efforts of the co-captains, 
se'niors Todd Lindsey and Clay Snyder. 
" Their scores have consistently been 
at the top , "  Lueken said . " I ' m  going 
to be counting on them· a lot this year . "  
Eastern hopes to benefit from the 
experience of graduate student Mitch 
Myers , Lueken said . 
" He played well in practice . I expect 
some good things from him this year, "  
Lueken said.  " I ' m  sure h e  has a lot to 
contribute . "  
J unior Clark Peterson i s  expected to 
bring some depth and experience to the 
team as well , Lueken said . 
· Peterson, a transfer from Parkland 
College, is one of the three new players 
this season . 
" I  am expecting him to help us out 
right away , "  Lueken said . 
Sophomores Jeff Schafer and Todd 
Bittle are "getting better and better 
everyday , "  Lue ken said . " They both 
returned from last season with good 
p·ractice scores . "  . . 
Seniors nan Marshall  and Mike 
Wollam are expected to , said Lueken , 
" use their expfrience to help us in the 
rough spots . "  , 
Sophomores Matt McCaw and Dale 
Carlson both tried out for the team last 
season but neither made it . This season 
they . tried out again and were suc­cessful . " I t  never hu rts to keep 
trying," Lueken said referring to  t heir  
persistence . 
GOLF ROSTER GOLF SCHEDULE Make 
someone 's  Bittle s Carlson OH 
d Lindsey M H  
Marshall OH 







1 1  LEWIS UN IVERSITY 
1 2 at St. Joseph I nvitational 
1 e· EIU INVITATIONAL 
2 2  at Frankl in  I nvitational 





M H  








5· 7 at AMCU-8 Conference 
1 0  at Valparaiso I nvitational 
1 5 SOUTHERN I N DIANA 
J ERRYS PU B 
$2.00 Pitchers 
Mon - Fri 1 2  to 6 p.m. 
. 4th & Lincoln 
DYNASTY INN 
H�RS: Margarita Night 1/2 price 
RI . Happy Hour 4 :30 to 6: 30 
0¢ d rafts 50¢ off m ixed d rinks 
345-2300 
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Just Ask ' 
Two r 2 ot c�ns 
w1th any p1tta1 






. . .  send them a 
TBA ' 
TBA 







- ;;'. . ....... ... : IP!. �'•: ·, , '--� I ,,- ,  :�  ,( --:_;,: "'' .· . , , . :: i '>;._ .l 
O N  ANY P1ZZA WI TH ANY PIZZA ON ANY PIZZA 
FREE FREE FREE 
THICK PLASTIC EXTRA 
CRUST! CUPS! SAUCE ! 
Just Ask! Just Ask! Just Ask ! 




FREE 30 MINUTE 
DELIVERY! 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
DELIVERS'' FREE • 
..,.,,,.,, C""rle•lon • 
Eaatem Ul/nola Unht.: 
348-1 626 
61 1 7th St 
Not valid with any other promotions or coupons . 
Limited delivery areas. Qrivers carry under $20. f!.) 1 986 Domino's Pina. Inc. 
-�B fall Sport-.Gulde \  · Thursday, September 1 1 , 1 98<? 




''Go Get 'em 
0 PANTHERS/,, 
The Men of 
; Sigma Tau Gamm 
wish _I 





� The Men of: 
Delta Sigma Phi 
.....---- Ch am�s 
' ' ALL W I N N ERS I NVITED ' '  
Sept. 1 1  - 1 4 . 
�\NA£ 
.o 
GO PANTH ERS ! ! !  
. - - -- -
A C C E PT E D  
en harriers seek 
proventent on 
nference.finish · 
tern's men ' s  cross country team will have a 
binatio n  of experience and youth as they head 
the 1 986 season trying to improve from their · 
-place finish in the AMCU-8 of a year ago . 
ter a string of inj u ries forced several up­
lassmen to be lost for the season last year,  a 
1g core of sophomores and freshman were called 
to take over for the Pant hers . 
ose harriers , including j unior J im Maton and 
omores John Wells and Jeff Williams, return 
more experienced and mature for the 1 986 
n .  
oss coun try coach Neil Moore is planning on the 
·ence gained last year to greatly help the chances 
successful season this fall . 
r season will depend on how they do, "  Moore 
"They're our leaders . "  
ton , who i s  a middle distance runner on 
m's track team,  was .s keptical towards running 
country as a sophomore but used the experience 
� advan tage as a stronghold du ring the indoor 
utdoor track seasons.  
im did come on st rong (at the end of the cross 
ry sea son) , "  Moore sai d .  " He's  at the point 
he can accept cross coun t ry as a positive 
ior P h i l  Maton , J i m ' s brother w h o j o i ned the 
ers du ri ng t h e  indoor  season last yea r ,  could 
be a fac tor  as a s t rong s i x t h  or seven t h  man , 
added . 
e're hoping t u  see t h e d istance progra m turn 
d a l i t t le b i t , "  Moore sa i d ,  adding that  he 
' t  u sually recru i t  d i s t ance run ners becau se t hey . 
DAN MOUNT I Assistant photo editor as versat i le .  I ns tead , t h e  middle-distance 
s of the t rack team are req u i red to run cross 
y to help t hem prepare for t rack . 
use of t h is , t hi: Pa n t hers fi nd i t  d i fficu l t  to 
!P to such regional tea m .� as I l l i n oi s , I ll i nois 
d"Sou1 hern l l l i n o i � .  
Eastern 's Dan Sheffler cruises to the finish line 
in first place in the 1 6th Annual Alumni Open on 
Lantz Gym . The Panthers are facing the challenge 
of overcoming youth and inexperience for a 
successful season . · 
Pant hers hope to i mprove on t h e i r  ; '- i rd-place 
in the AMCU -8 . To do this t hey wi l l  have to 
he two top t eams in t he conference,  Southwest 
ri and Northern I ow a ,  w h ich fi n i shed fi rst 
ond las t  season .  
Moore believes the shorter distance wil l  help the 
fresh man who often have a hard t ime adj usting to 
collegiate  cross country .  
Steve Conlon (Buffalo Grove), Bob Voisard 
(Deerfield) ,  and Bil l  Kitchel (Chicago) . 
Another harrier, j unior Dan Scheffler, will also be 
running for the first time for Eastern after missing 
two years with injuries .  Scheffler won the season 
opening 1 6th Annual Alumni Open and is expected 
to be one of the  top runners for the Panthers this 
season . 
season w i l l  be t he fi rs t t i me t he conference 
n the 8-k i lometer  dis tance as opposed to the  
CAA meet s s t i l l  r u n  t h e  l o nger d i s tance.  
" N ew freshman have not run 8K or  ! OK races 
competi tively other t han road races , "  he said . 
" Some have difficulty adj ust ing . "  
Some recru i t s  w h o  could great ly  help t h e  Panthers 
out  this season include Tom .Buchanan ( Du Page) , 
hoping to blend youth, experience 
M EN ' S  CROSS COU NTRY R OSTER 
oinen taking it to course 
m ' s  women ' s  no�� cou n t ry 
whi le not  t he larges t sq uad 
, is look ing forward t o  the 1 986 
wi th a great deal of opt imism . 
a good blend of yout h  and 
ce ,  coach J ohn Craft i s  
forward to th is  season o f  
it ion . " I  am very optimist ic and 
about this season, " Craft said . 
a small squad this season,  
will look to senior captain 
Jarris for leadership . This will  
ond year as captain .  
e has been our most con­
nner for the last two years , "  
'd. "She has been working very 
I think she is very capable of 
her time under 1 8  minutes (for 
) . "  
Sperry, from Litchfield , is  
returning senior who ac-· 
to Craft , "is a hard-nosed 
ho has also been working hard 
run ner whom Craft wll· be cou n t i ng on 
to have a good season ,  along with  
sophomore Lorr i  Plutz and freshman 
Lisa Albro . 
The team ·will be doing a lot of 
t raveling th is  season ,  as the only home 
meet was Saturday ' s  triangular with 
Southern Ill i nois and M u rray State . 
Craft believes that the key to this  
season wil l  be to stay away from in­
j uries . "Our season hinges on not 
having any inj uries . Then we have to 
reach for higher heights in  terms of 
preparing for the indoor track season 
and the outdoor season in the spring, ' '  
Craft said . 
Craft hopes that the team can place 
within the upper five teams in the 
Gateway Conference.  He thinks the 
league will have some strong teams 
again,  such as Southern I llinois , 















Bil l  Kitchel 
Sam Kling 
Mike Madix 
SO Jim Matan 
SR Phi l  Matan 
JR Fred Neal 
JR Bruce Nie 
SR AI Oaks 
FR Kelvin Owens 
SO Bryan Reed 
FR Dan Scheffler 
JR Cary Schoeppach 
FR Bob Voisard 
SR John Wells 
SR Jeff Will iams 
FR Tim Wans 
SO Brian Wright 
SR Mike Young 
SR 
MEN ' S  CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE 
Sat. , Sept. 1 3 
Sat . , Sept. 20 
Sat. , Sept. 2 7 
Sat. , Oct. 1 1  
Sat . , Oct . 1 8 
Sat . , Nov. 1 
Sat . , Nov. 1 5  
at Southern I l l inois-Edwardsville 
at Midwest Collegiate Championships 
at I l l inois Invitational 
at Washington (MO) Invitational 
EASTERN ILLINOIS OPEN 
at Mid-Continent Championships 
















1 1  :30 a .m .  
1 2 :45 p .m .  
1 0 :00 a .m .  
j 1 :45 a .m .  
1 1  :OO a.m.  
1 1  :OO a.m . 
1 1 :00 a.m .  
made quite a bit  o f  im­
t ." 
is  also expecting good things 
homore Marcy Novak, who 
positive outlook on the 
The next meet that the harriers will  
compete at is the Midwest Collegiate 
Championships, which will be Sept .  20 
in Kenosha,  Wis . WOMEN 'S CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE 
' II be the first season of cross 
running for senior Lauren 
who is the school record holder 
f-mile run .  " Lauren is a gutsy 
r who will become a good 
runner for us, "  Craft said . 
OJ:-�.11�; !'"' �.P,.,.;.".� ... �� F 






















1 0  
1 
- �  &:, 
SIU-MURRAY STATE 
at Midwest Collegiate Meet 
at I ll inois Invitational 
October 
at Bradley Invitational 
at SEMO Open 
November 
at Gate:way Conference_ Meet �t �:.".�·�u: ��,�::.--:.-::;� 
� I • 
l 
1 2 p .m_. 
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